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A BSTRACT

This study is a basic exploration of tho validation and

limitations of fcrecasting the future Navy based on his-or-
ical grow-th trends. It addresses the long term

relationships between fl-eet dollar value, fleet tonnage,

fleet manning and f.eet laectricil generating capacity

disaggregated by classes and types of vessels in the U.S.

Navy. This study presents three methods by which four
aggrega.ed growth rate relationships of United Sta*es Navy

Ships may be estimated and compared. The four proportiona!

growth rates studied are anit (ship) per acquisition dollar,

tonnage per dollar, electrical generating capacity per

dollar, and crewmember per dollar. The three historical

growth rate computations are analyzed using four diffsrent

weighting factors. Although growth rates ar _ simplistic in

concept, aggregation of the non-homogeneous zollecticn of

diverse units which compose the United States Navy

provides interesting results.
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I. INTRODUCrION

A. BACKGROUND

It is the intent of this analysis to observe pas,

historical growt! rates :)f +he adguisition cost cf U. S.

Navy ships and their interaction with the changes in crew
size, tonnage and electrical generating capacity. These are

indicatcrs of the flow of allocating Navy resources in "r
changing environment to maet the Navy's mission in rela -n

to national strategy - not just for war at sea but r
peacetime missions as well. By observing the long

relationships between fleat value, fleet tonnage,

manning and fleet generazing capacity by classes and types

of vessels, this study is a basic building block in the
validaticn and limitatics cf foretasting the future Navy

based on these historical growth 'trends. It addresses a

basic question cf aggregati'on, namely: can trends be

spotted in aggregated data that ar_ not obvious when more
detailed observations are exFmined?

The United States Navy is composed of manned ships and
aircraft, both supported by a large logistic infrastructure.

It is the intent of this analysis to support the policy

analyst in viewing the Navy's past fleet trends and in
predicting its future course in acquiring new naval vessels,

by conducting a macro-ana lysis of Navy ship asset value
changes that occur over tzue. Specifically, this analysis

will suppor' the ongoing Navy Resource Dynamics Model spon-

sored by the Office of Naval Research.

In ar. interview presented in the October 1982 issue of

ALL HANDS magazine, (Ref. 1], two months after relieving

Admiral Thomas E. Haywarl as Chief of Naval Operations,

9



Admiral James D. Watkins stated that readiness, sis a n -

ability and modernization form the basis fo: our de cision

making goals and objectives inP the (.S.Navy for the next ter,

years. with recarl to modernizing our Navy, Admiral Walkins

a:rgueda

"We are modernizing ou:: Navy, rnot just to Satisfy paro-
chial rneeds btbcas o t he ircr edible -- crease in
numbErs and quality of Soviet Union forces. our objec-
tives and goals ara, of course, in consonance with the
fact -:hat -the Ujnited St ates i'6s largely dependzn* upcn
the sea lines cf commu-icatlons for its survival, as are
our allies."1

From conception trirough research and development,

des ign, procuremert, and delvery, it takkes a long time and

an enormous effort for a iew class of ships tc roll down the

launchway and become a c:ommissioned vessel. All this must
occur before the new class of ship becomezs ar integral part-

o the Navy operating forces Fulfiling national Naval

strategy. Pellable sources often state that this time framce

is about fifteen to twenty years. This length of tme

imposes lifficuty in ans werizig th~e follow-ng questions:

W h a is happen.ing to t he b as ic characteristic dssig,, of

Naval ships and how has the design zevolved? What character-

isiswi.ll ships bul't ten years from now have? How much

iitgcinq -,o ccst'- the -taxpayers ~n the year 1995 for this

new Navy ship so earnestly desired? And, how many destroyer
LI type ships, for instanca, will the Navy be able to build in

the y ea r 2000 if ccnstrained by a cqrtain -fiscal maximum

amount? it s the -1 _n t of this thsis to help answer

these questions by studying relevant historical growth rates

through -thr-3e different methods and attempting to explain

their- particular results.

As previously quoted from Admi:al James D. Watkins,

modern ization of -the U.S. Navy is one o.fL the three primary

goals and objectives during his t-en-ure as Chief of Naval

10



Operati-ons. Mo dernization has occurred throughout: histocry

in all walks of life, howeve:r, i-ts impact has dramatically

*-changed the marnner in wOich Naval seapower str=ategy and

tac-tics '-as :eacertiy evolved. Thus, modernization of thq

* flee-t i4 an onqcing evclutonary acquisi~ion process that

has produced chargi-ng characteristics in Nlavy ships. Many
factors cf interest which are mpasurable from available data

include such ;ite;ms as ship size, tyqe of propulsion, star-

dard tonnage, generating power capacity, acquisition cost,

and crew requirEments are detailed in Reouc Alcctns

in the U.S. N v': Persvectives and Prosplects, (Ref. 21. By

observing the basic changes that occur in these measurabli

charac-terstics o~f -the fleet and their ratios to acquisitdion.

cost (adius-:ed ::or 4-rflat-*;on to constait dollars) ,observed

cos--inq trtnds %iili occur over ti-me and are measurable.

It :s m po::+ant to discuss -he various categories of

U.S. Navy ship:5 in order to maintain consistency throughout

this analysis.F.'rst of all, each ship in the Navy belongs to

a speciff:c zlass of ship. Evsry ship i-n that specific class

has the s ame *)asi-c design charactristics. T h r-se basic

desi-gn characte:ci-stics are the same sven though the ship may

be built in' two different shipyards on two different coasts.

For examp'le, USS Gallery (FFG-26) 4S an Oli-ver Hazard Perry

class aulded-missiAle fricgate. Her dimensions, propulsion,

weapons suite, crewsize, atc. are all the same as USS Oliver

4Hazard Pcerry (FFG-7) , 6the- fi rst ship of the class. Each1

class of ship belongs to a. par=ticular type of ship. For

example, the Brooke class and Perry class are the -wo

cl~isses o f s hi-p that: comprise the G uided lissile=
Fri-gate(FFG) type of ship and perform approximately the same

mission requirements for the Navy. The Brooke and Perry

have differont basi-c design feat-ure=s. For example, t-he

Brooke class shiE has a steam driver, propulsion plant while"-

hePerry class has gas t ur:bi-ne propulsion. Each type of
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ship can likewise be grouped i-to major types of shipS. For

example, amphibious ships and air:raft carriers are two

major types of ships. It shculd be noted that as -hese

different categories of ships are grouped together, they

comprise a mixture of characteristics. The Navy ships as a

whole entity are often called the fleet or the force.

Thus, each ship class that is built can be defined in

specific terms such as tonnage, speed, crewsize, etc.

However, when a group of ships is aggregated tcgether,

describing the cverall characteristics as it changes over-

time is an evolutionary dynamic proc-ss worth studyina. The

concept cf system dynamics which has been forwarded by Jay

W. Forrester in (Ref. 3] is appropriate to the study of

U.S. Navy ships. This overview to the growth process is

being conducted by Dr. Rolf Clark, Rqsearch Professor of

Operaticns Research of The George Washington University, in

his Resource Dynamics Model.

Resource Dynamics Is an ongoing research projec- for

understanding naval force evclution and naval force fundina

raquirement s. It is an integrated research effort of

moderate scope which complements the Planning Programming

and Budgeting System(PPBS) in the Navy by independently

estimating force levels and their associated budget require-

ments over the lcng term. Additionally, Resource Dynamics

pcrvid es rapid response and order of magnitude answers to

'4 Navy policy questions. As designed in [Ref. 3], Resource

Dynamics provides projections into the future which are

"parametrically" derived. By analyzing past trends and

analyzing policies, parameters are obtained statistically,

and these parameters are used to simulate the future under

alternative policies. A picture of the basic diagram and

interaction flow of the Navy Resource Dynamics Model is

shown in Figure 1.1

12
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Without going into a detailed explaination, an exampl.

of a set of assumptions for the Resource Dynamics Model is

shown in Table I . The resultant output from these assump-

tions is shown in Figure 1.2 . It is noted that there are

assumptions listed in Table I which will not be addressed in

this thesis. This study will not look at operating and

maintenance (O6M) costs, aircraft data, modernization costs

or manpcwpr compensation zosts. Ships, crewsize of ships,

generatirg capacity of ships, and acquis ion costs ar

investigated in this analysis. The interface wi-:h the

Resource Dynamics Model in Figure 1.1 is shown in two

places, namely the budget for prozurement funds and the

characteristics cf the fliet. Thus, this study addresses

only a portion of the Resource Dynamics Model and its policy
. implicetions.

The methodology with which the system dynamics,

described in (Ref. 3), ope.rates requires rates and ratios as

primary input variables to the feedback loop of the system.

Since, the primary purposes of the Resource Dynamics Model

is to complement the PPBS process and to provide quick

response to policy questions, it is Important that the rates

and ratios provided for the modelling process accurately

describe the flow of resources in the system.

14
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Thus,the study of empirical proportional growth rates

Tfor U.S. Navy ships and the subsequent flow of resources and

technology in this analysis are expec:ed to be integrated
into the ongoing Navy Resource Dynamics Model. One cf the

input features of Dr. Clark's model is ship unit cost char-

acteristics growing from historical rates, adjusted for

recent mrends and adjusted for complexity changes. This

study is a re-examinaticn of the basic ship proportional

acquisition cost growth rates. By attempting to disaggre-

gate in various ways and utilizing various computer methods

to try to produce the best overall growth rates and also

produce the best type of ship growth rates, this thesis will

provide these options and their limitations as an updated

input for Dr. Clark's Resource Dynamics Model.

The proportional growth rates to be studied in this

analysis are units per dollar(asset value) ,generating

capacity per dollar, tonnage per dollar, and crewsize per

dollar. Two relevant questions to this analysis are: Why

should these particular proportional growth rates be

studied? and Why are all four growth rates expressed as

"per dollar" (or asset value)? clissical sconcmic theory

has three traditional inputs to -a roduction function.

These are manpower, energy and equipment. All three of

these are represented in this analysis. Additionaily, as in

most business decisions, capital or the budget funding

availability drives the acquisition decision-making process.
f Within -he Department of Defense,the one variable which can

be indirectly cortrolled is the budget. The other explaina-

tory variables are for the most part fixed. Thus, through

the use of proportional growth rates(per dollar), this study

I L attempts to help translate the budge.tary conside-ations to
L- the observable element of the Navy's production function

which is the composition of the fleet. By studying the

17
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exogeneous variables as trends in relation to ship value,

the resultant policy implications become mcre observable for

the decision makers.

The proporticnal growth rates studied in this analysis

are not so easily obtained in the Navy because their effects
on the classes of ships are not the same. Not only are the

ship class characteristics not the same, but the new classes

created over tiie have different characteristics as well.

This difference in the Navy's ship class characteristics is
the reason that ieighting factors must be utilized in aggre-

gating the various non-homogeneous types of ships. A strong

trend may exist in a particular class of ship. Yet when the

class is grouped with similiar shios into its major mission

type, the impact is minimized. The ship's uniqueress may bq

overpowered in quantity or cost of other classes.

Therefore,even if a trend is strong in a particular class of
ship it may not affect the total Navy trend because it is

such a small input to the whole flaet. For this reason it
is important that the "best" overall proportional growth

rates are utilized. "Best" :rmplies smoothness,consistency

and stability. To answer the design question of what the

characteristics cf a new class of destroyer built in the

year 2000 will be , requires the assumption of consistent,

smooth growth if the syste=m dynamics concept is utilized to

solve it.

The United States Navy is not only changing in quantity
of ship forces btt in mix as well. Before devising his Navy

Resource Dynamics Model, Dr. Clark conducted the historical

stock and flow analysis of the Navy from 1962 to 1977. This

analysis was published as esource Allocations in the U.S.

Nav!: Parspctives and Pr.-soects. This document served as
the date base and conceptual basis for the Resource Dynamics

Model. An update on the general change in fleet composition

and individual ship characteristics as presented in that

working paper, (lef. 2], follows:

18



It is apprcpriate to digress briefly and menticn -he

ship classes leaving and entering the fleet during the

historical period of irterest in this analysis. The oeriod

1962-83 saw the oExit of many rpmaining World War II ships--

the Hancock and Essex c'ass aircraft carriers, the Des

Moines, Saint Paul, and Canberra class cruisers, the Sumner,

Gearing, and Fletcher class destroyers, and the Edsall class

escort all left the fleet. Only a few of the most recent

diesel submarines remained. The Guppy classes are decom-

mmissioned and are replaced by nuclear subs. The Desoto

County, Terrebonre Parrish, and Tablot County landing ships

(LST's) are gone and have been replaced by larger, faster

amphibious ships. New classes have names already famous:

the ballistic missile submarines (SSBN) Lafayette, Ethan

Allan, George Washington; the Los Angeles, Sturgeon, and

Narwhal class fleet submarines (SSN) ; the Nimitz CVN, the

Virginia, Califcrnia, ani Belknap cruisers, the Spruance

class destroyer, and the 3rooke, Garcia, Knox, and Perry

class frigates, all have made their debut. Amphibious

forces saw the introduction of the new Tarawa-class heli-

copter assault ship (LHA). Many names--too numerous to

mention all--remained active throughout; Tullibee,

Enterprise, Kitty Hawk, Forrestal, Midway, Long Beach,

Bainbridge, Adams, are a few.

Dr Clark's synopsis of the chang=s in the composition of

the Fleet is still appropriate to this analysis covering

1962 tc 1983. In (Ref. 2], Professor Clark stated:

"The data in this analysis is made up of such indi-
vidual ships. Slowly but noticeably, their procession

' changed the characteristics of the fleet. The fleet is
faster, more crew-conscious, and more powerful than
before.

During the 1962-77 period the mix of ships changed
and so did the characteristics of individual ship types.
There are fewer ships now and less total tonnage. targe
increases in submarines and decreases 4n aircraft
carriers and surface combatants have occurred. line
force ships have practicall disappeared. Amphibious
ships stayed rr.latively :ons4ant in number. Tesre ncw

19



are larger ships with mope nuclear propulsion, o1-er
carriers and SSBN's, ani different amphibious forces."

With so much change in the composition of the force, it
is difficult to easily see relationships, most especially

proportional rates, that are constant in U.S. Navy ships.

This thesis searches for those relationships that are the

driving influencs.s to the acquisition cost process. For

that reason, unit per dollar, crewsize per dollar, gener-

ating capacity per dollar, and tonnage per dollar are the

four growth rates studied. They help define the evolu-

tionary process cf changes in the fleet, providing insight

on the future direction of the fleet as 4- continues to

modernize. And, they are derived to directly assist Dr.

Clark ir. his ongcing Resource Dynamics model.

B. INTPODUCTION OF A NEW CLASS OF SHIP

Before observing the data base it would be beneficial to

observe the Pffect of the proportional growth rates when a

new class of ship is introduced. The Spruance class

destroyers have beer. selected as an example for introduction

of a class into the fleet. The pertinent basic data on the

Spruance class is displayed in Table II

The Spruance class lastroyer was the first destrcyer

(DD) to be introduced in the fleet since the last Forrest

Sherman/Hull class ship, USS Turner Jcy (DD951), was

launched in 1958. There were numerous guided missile

destroyers (DDG) , frigates (FF) , and guided missile f-igates

(FFG) introduce.d during this intervening time period of

1958-1973. Concurrent with the introduction of the Spruance

class destroyers in the 1970's was the decommissioning of

numerous Gearing, Carpenter, English, Allen M. Sumner, and

Fletcher class destroyers. All of these destroyers were

built shortly before, during, or shortly after World War II.

20



fT ABLE II

I Spruance Class Basic Characteristics

Name Acqtisition Co st Standard Crew

Spruance 377,8e0,000 7,300 353

Generatinc Launch Number in
Comission Now

6,000 KW 1973 30

However, these graceful "Greyhounds" of the fleet were

becoming obsolete in terms of technological capability to

fight the modern Soviet threat and were reaching the end of

their ma'.ntenance sustainability.

The Spruance class destroyer was conceived, designed and

analyzed in the mid 1960's as a replacement for the aging

World War II destroyers. Althcugh it was an inevitable

requirement to build a new class destroyer, Admiral

MacDonald, as Chief of Naval Operations was the insrumental

catalyst that becan the gestation of design and planning for
a replacement destroyer. Its analytical requirement was

solidly based upcn the aJr Fee 2scort Force Level Study,

(Ref. 4]. This Chief of Naval Operations study was

published in August,1967 and i-- strongly influerced the

characteristics cf the Spruance class. After engineering

design plans were formalized, the Fiscal Year (FY) 1969 New

Construction Program requested funding for the firs- five

ships of this class. The funds were denied by Congress. In

the Fiscal Year 1970 Program, Congress approved funds for

the construction for five ships. Howevar, due to increasing
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costs, the Department of Defense was forced to cons--uct

only three ships under the FY 1970 program.

USS Spruance,the lead ship of the class, was launched 10
November 1973 and was commissioned 22 September 1975. Thus,

she took approximately two years from launch to commis-

sioning and was Effectively introduced to the fleet in early
1976. Four more Spruance class destroyers were commissioned

in 1976, followed by five in 1977, eight in 1978, seven in

1979, five in 1980 and one to be commissioned in 1983.

Jane's t~jj~~a h2 (Ref. 5] provides an overall.
synopsis of the Spruance class characteristics. She is

designed with an extensive use of the modular concept to

facilitate both initial construction and block modernization

of the ships. The ships ar_ highly automated, resulting in

about a 20 percent reduction in personnel over a similiar

ship with comparable systems.

The primary mission of the Spruance class destroyer is

anti-submarine warfare including operations as an integral

part . of attack carrier task forces. These ships are the
first large U.S. Navy warships to employ gas turbine propul-

sion. Each ship has four general electric LIM 2500 marine

gas turbine engires and control pitch propellers. The ships

are fitted with advanced self-noise reduction featurps.
Three gas turbine generators are installed, each with 2000

kilowatts of generating capacity.

Each Spruance class ship has a standard displacement of

7,300 tcns and is historically large for a destroyer. She

carries a wartiie,onboard complement of 353 crewmembers.

Each ship of the class has the same characteristics as USS
* Spruance except for the acquisition cost. Thus, tonnage,

crewsize and generating capacity are all the same for each

ship of the class and acquisition cost is the only major

dilfference between units of the class.
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The acquisition cost for each ship is differen,, -r.-

when adjusted fcr inflation (constant year dollars). . n

shipbuilding as well as other industries, 4- is a s-a.darl

business practice to produce cheaper per unit ccsts when

more units are built. Additionally, there exists a
"learning curve,, where the employer becomes more efficient

in producinq new products as he ',uilds more units. These

basic business facts coupled with the government's pactice.

of year by year contracting produces variability in the

acquisition cost of each unit or ship built.
A year by year display of th4 acquisition ccsts for the

TABLE III

Acquisiticn Costs for SPRUANCE DD Class Ships

Year Tctal 4n Avg. 1994 Total 1984
Class Acq. Cost Acq. Cost

(dlrs) M dlrs)

1976 1 436.432 436.43

1977 5 361.865 1809.32

1978 10 317.150 3171.50

1979 14 299.539 4193.55

1980 20 285.003 5700.07

1981 29 272.658 7907.08

1982 30 272.505 8175.16

1983 30 272.505 8175.16

Spruance class ships is presented in Table III. This

information was obtained from the data base used in this

analysis. The data base will be explained in detail in

Chapter II.
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t Utilizinq forward differencing, which will be described

in Chapter III, the four proportional growth rates fo:_ th

Spruance class ships which will be studied in this analysis

are displayed in Table IV . The information from Table III

was utilized in the forward differencing technique to create

ABLE IV

Growth Bates for SPRUANCE Class Destroyers

Year Units / Std.Tons/ 3-.n. Cap./ Crew Size/
Dollar Dollar Doilar Dollar

1976 0.170857 3.170857 0.170857 0.170857

1977 0.12-567 0.123567 0.123567 0.123567

1978 0.055528 0.055528 3.055528 0.055528
1979 0.04E528 0.048528 0.048528 0.048528

1980 0.042_317 0.043317 0.043317 0.043317

1981 0.000559 0.000559 3.000559 0.000559

1982 O.OOCOOO 0.000000 3.0000CO 0.000000

the growth rates in Table IV . It Is important to note here

that the forward differencing procedure utilizes the average

acquisition cost of the ships of the class that are in

commission that particular year. This can be seen by

looking at the average acquisition cost in the years 1981

and 1982 in Table III . Since the average acquisition cost

decreases only slightly from 272.658 million to 272.505

million dollars and the forward differencing technique is

utilized, the growth rate for Units / Dollars(Millicn) in
1981 is only 0.000559. And, because all Spruance class

ships have the same tcnnage,crewsize, and electrical gener-
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7

ating capacity, the four proportional growth ra.es :n any

year are equal. This is true sinc- the only chang. is .n

cost. It is also of note that there was no change in 1982

in the growth rates of Spruance class ships as show. in

Table IV . This is because no Spruance class ships were

introduced or dqcommissioned in 1982 so there is conse-

quently no change. Although rable IV is therefore not very

complex ,it illustrates one of the -affects that is changina

the Fleet. Also,when the Spruance- class iata s to b

grouped with type,major type, or the fleet, these growth

rates are needed.

To show the learning curve effect on the Spruance class

ship, a plot of one of the Spruance class growth rates

against years, as formulated by the data base and the year

to year forward differencing technique, is displayed in

figure 1.3 . It shoull be noted that the other growth rat=

plots over time will be in exactly the same form as the

Unit/Dollar growth rate which is shown.
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Figure 1.3 Unit/Dollar Growth Rate for SPRUANCE Class.

An interestirg effect on the proportional growth rates

occurs when the var'.ous homcgeneous classes of ships are
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aggregated with other classes to form the non-homoag.ecus

categories cf types of ships and major types of ships. AS

mentioned in the background section of this chapter,

numerous World War II destroyer (DD) classes of shios were

decommissioned during the late 1960's and eariv 1970's. The

Sumner, Gearing, and Fletzher class destroyers all left the

active fleet with some remaining as reserve units before

being retired from the Navy. This exodus of ships, coupled

with the introduction of the Spruance class can best be

described visually with plots of number of anits active or

reserve, average standard tonnage, average crews'ze, average

generating capacity, average acquisitior cost and total

acquisition value of destroyer (DD) type ships against time.

These plots are displayed in Figures 1.4 through 1.9 on the

fcllowing pages cf this section. A vertical line has been

drawn through the year 1975 in all of the above Flots indi-

cating the time when the first of the Spruance class became

an active fleet member. These visual plcts display a

consistent destroyer type force from 1962 to 1967. In

Figure 1.4, there is a sharp drop in the total number of

destroyers especially in the rime period 1969 to 1973. In

Figure 1.5, the average tonnage of a destzoyer remained

relatively the zime until the Spruance class was introduced.
In Figure 1.6, the older destroyers which were decommis-

sioned caused a rise in the average destroyer crewsize

before the introduction of the Spruance class. In Figure

1.7, .L Is evident that the Spruance class has greatly

increased generating capa:zity ovs.r the othir destroyers.

And, in Figure 1.8, there was some increase in the average

acquisition value of the destrcyers before the Spruanc_
class arrived. However, it is obvious that Spruance is much

more expensive than the other destroyer type ships. Figure

1.9 ,in concert with Figure 1.4 , shows an interesting

result. With ore-fourth of the numbar of destroyer ships,
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the Destroyer type in 1982 has more than one-half of --he

cumulati4ve acquisition asset value than it had in --he sarly

196 0's.
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Figure 1.4 Total Number of DD Type Ships during 1962-1982.
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Figure 1.5 Average Tonnage of DD Type Ships 1962-1982.
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Figure 1.7 Avg. Generating Capacity DD Ships 1962-1982.
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When decommissioning and retirement began to occur in

the smaller, older world War II class destroyers in 1969,

its effect shows changes in the average destroyer type ship

long before the introduction of the Spruance class ship in

1976. These effects were shown in Figure 1.4 through

Figure 1.9 . The evolutionary numerical tabulation of

these changes and the resultant "average" destroyer are

displayed in Table V . It is noteworthy that all of the

"average" destroyer (DD) statistics increase over time. A

decrease in numerical value followed by a short peak and

then another fall occurs to both the number of ships and

the total acquisition value of destroyer type ships listed

in Table V

And finally, the effet on the proportional growth rates

to be studied in this analysis for the sample case of

destroyers is displayed in Table VI . Thus, it is eviden-t

that when utilizing the forward differencing technique,

there are multiple effects occuring to a type of ship that

occur over time . Both introduction of new classes of shio

and exit from the fleet of older classes have an impact on

this methodology.

A digression into interpretation of some of the entries

and trends in Table VI and its relationship with Table V is

important. It is noted that there were no new ships in-ro-

duced cr old ships decommissioned in the early 1960's.

Thus, there are zerc growth rates in all four cost catego-

-ies. In the late 60's and early 70's, there are changes in

the "average" destroyer statistics shown in Table V . This

is also evident in all four growth rates in Table VI showing

negative values between 1968 and 1975. Also, it is impor-

tant to no-e in Table VI the changes in growth rates that

occur before and after the SDruance class Is introduced. In

the standard tonz per dollar (asset value) growth rate, the

Spruance class introduction actually causes a shift from
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I"T ABLE V

Average Static-tics for DD Type Ships During 1962-1983

Year Number Ivg Avg Avg Avg 84 Tctal
of Tons Crew Gn. Cost in V:4ue

Ships Size Capacity M (dlrs) M (d )

63 197 2329.44 270.396 1933.33 86.157 16972.9

64 197 2229.44 270.396 1933.33 86.157 16972.9

65 197 2329.44 270.396 1933.33 86.157 16972.9

66 197 2-29.44 270.396 1933.33 86.157 16972.9
67 197 22-29.4 4 270.396 1933.33 86.157 16972.9

68 197 23:29.44 270.396 1933.33 86.157 16972.9

69 192 22:33.98 270.740 1933.33 86.355 16580.2

70 155 2281.94 274.110 1933.33 88.342 13693.0

71 131 2398.09 274.786 1933.33 90.102 11803.3

72 124 2L12.30 275.702 1933.33 90.800 11259.3

73 102 2434.56 277.716 1933.33 93.372 9524.0

74 69 2497.83 281.449 1933.33 100.389 6926.3

75 64 2507.03 282.641 1933.33 101.988 6527.3

Spruance :lass Introduction

76 60 2593.75 285.367 2187.50 109.263 6555.8

77 53 2S83.96 294 .906 2950.00 132.844 7040.7

78 52 3463.46 304.058 3560.00 152.204 7914.5 .

79 51 3e66.18 311 .824 4003.00 167.311 8532.9

80 51 4439.71 322.294 4352.94 187.200 9547.2

81 60 4868.75 326.900 4697.67 195.904 117514.2

82 61 4S08.61 327.328 4727.27 197.087 12022.3

83 49 5 L32.65 323.980 5636.36 206.792 10132.8
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tl TABLE VI

Cost Growth Rates for DD Type Ships 1962-1982

Year Units / Std. Tons/ Gen.Cap./ Crew Si:e/f
Dollar Dollar Dollar Dollar

962o0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 00000
1963 0.00000 3.000000 0.000000 0.00000 1

1964 0.OCOOO 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000
1965 O.OCO00 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000

1966 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 V. 03000

1967 0.OCOOO 0. 000000 0.000000 0.00000

1968 -0.00230 -0.000350 -0.002300 -0.00103

1969 -0.02301 -0. 002415 -0.023009 -0.01043

1970 -0.0 1992 -0. 013044 -0.019916 -0.01740

1971 -0.0 C776 -0. 001823 -0.007758 -0.00441

1972 -0.02832 -0. 018919 -0.028321 -0.02036

1973 -0.07515 -0.047916 -0.075148 -0.06039

1974 -0.01593 -0. 012205 -0.015935 -0.01165

1975 -0.07133 -0.035513 0.053147 -).06110

Spruance Z"lass Introluction

19 76  -0.21581 -3.056820 0.098445 -0.17648

1977 -0.14574 0.012886 0.050585 -0.11125

1978 -C 0c926 0. 015245 0.021661 -0.07188

1979 -0.11888 0.025663 -0.028156 -0.08253

1980 -0.04649 0.045726 0.030303 -0.03175

1981 -0.0C604 0. 002129 0.000259 -0.00472

1982 -0.04924 0.051970 0.119991 -0.06009

negative growth to positive growth. Although not as

pronounced, the same effect occurs with the aeneratinq
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capacity per dollar growth rate. These trend relaticiships

are not difficult to observe at the class and type level.

However, when acgregation into larger groups or:curs, -hess

trends become opaque and hard to detect.

There is also evident in these isplays ei dependence

between years as one observes the evolutionary process of

the Navy as it mcdernizes itself. This dependence between

years cannot be avoided as one observes the f].eet changing

over time. The Fleet car only be changed so fasn. Thus,

the dependence between years becomes a critical difference

and a critical assumption in the proposed methods of aggre-

gating the various classes, types and major types of ships

that compose the Naval force of the United States Navy.

.8

4.
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II. DATA BASE

A. DATA BASE DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMFNT

In order to forecast future trends, it is necessary to

have data available and make certain assumptions.

Makridakis and Wheelwright [Nef. 6] stated quantitative

forecasting can he applied when thr_ _ conditions exst:

1. There is information about the past.

2. This information can be quantified in the form of

data.

3. It can be assumed that the patern of the past wil!

ccntinue in the future.

This last condition is known as the assumotion of constancy

and it is an underlying premise of ill quantitative and many

technological forecasting methods, no matter how sophisti-

cated they may te. This assumption of constancy must be

kept in mind during the methodology 1iscussions of growth

rates to be presEnted in Chapter I:1.

The analysis in this thesis is based on data derived

from U.S. Navy sources, budget documents, and data made

available from the Program in Logistics, Navy Rescurce

Dynamics, George Washinqton University. The majority of the

data base was obtained from the Navy Resource Dynamics Model

researchers by ccmputer tap-s sent through the mail. Since

the main frame ccmpuers at George Washington University and

the Naval Postgraduate School ars zompatable Interna-icnal

Business Nachine computers, it was possible to directly

-transfer the data base by tape for immediate access. Both

facilities maintain the Statistical Analysis System (SAS)

issued by the SAS institute. These two compatabiliies were

invaluable in reducing data base confirmation, loading times4
and data base mar.ipulaticn.
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The data base utilizel by this analysis has the !-iforma-

tion listed in Table VII and is self-exDlanatory with one

exception. The acquisi.ion cost (A CDST) is supposedly the

government' s "actual" acquisition value cf the ship

including governifent furnished equipment (GFE) and govern-

TABLE VII

Historical Ship Data Base

i Ca te 0rg De script i or

NAME Name of Ship
HULL Hull Number of Ship
CLASS Ship T p? (example: DD for destroyer)
CLSNAME Name o Shin's lass
LNCHYR Year in which ship was launched

.. AQCOST Best es-imat. of th? acqUisition cost .
of that spec:.zc ship (ACSTYR Current 0)

I (No conve_-sicns/modi icat:ons included)
I ACSTYR Year in which acquisition of the ship

occurred
RETY. Year In which the ship was retired
TSI-f applicable)
TONNAGE tandara- tonnage of the ship
CREW Size of the crew: Ship's manning

document (SMD) figurzs
GENCAP Electric-I g.-nerating capaciy in

kilowatts
DCODE Ship's ajor type (example: amphibious

shps...
AQCST84 Acquls'-ton cost in constant 1984 dollars

ment furnished material (GFM). The data base lists over

1500 ships that have been commissioned in the U.S.

Nevy,Naval Reserve Force (NRF) and Military Sealift Command

(US NS ).
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The Resource Dynamics data base contains additicnal

information not utilized in this thesis. This includes

major modificaticn cost information. in analyzing -h? total

asset value of the force, that particular type of costing

information can he critical. However, it was not essential

for the study cf acquisition cost growth rates. It must be

recognized that a significant portion of the Navy's overall

budget -s utilized for service life extortion programs

(SLEP) and major modifications to older units as alterna-

tives to procurring new ships. Its impact is not felt on

acquisition costs for new platforms . It is felt on the

number of new units that can be purchased.

B. DATA BASE LIEITATIONS

It is necessary to make some assumptions order to

obtain the aggregated growth rates of the Fleet. Some

degradation in t lansformation occurs when transferring from

individual ship data to the aggregated fleet level. It is

critical to explain some of the idiosyncracias of th! data

base and its applicabili ty to the forthcoming methods

described in Chapter III. For instance, as was presented in

Chapter IB while discussing the Spruanca class destroyer, i_
was apprcximatel two years from launching to the actual

commissioning date of USS Spruance (DD963). In the forward

differencing technique used in Chapter III, the figure of

two years is utilized ti estimate the ships who were commis-

sioned in a particular year. Thus, in the data base,

commission year equals launch year plus two. Several ships
were commissioned in less time and s. . ral ships were

commissisoned over a longer period of time, not only for the
Spruance class but other classes and types of ships.
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A nother self confessed limitation in the forthcoming

forward differencing methodology diszussed in Chapter TII is

the inclusion of the inactive units which become recommis-

siored after a certain period of inactivition. For

instance, all four of the Iowa class battleships are

included in the commissioned (active or reserve) forward

differencing computations during the entire period of

1962-1982. An exception exists for USS New Jersey which was

retired in the data base in 1970. USS New Jersey was

brought out cf retirement for both the Korean conflict and

the Vietnam War and was recently recommissioned for the

fourth time. Thus, the battleships are a unique class of

ship. They do not follow the normal progression of commis-

sioning,active service, perhaps NRF duty and then

retirement. It must be emphasized that this data anomaly

does nct affect the regression methodology, only the forward

differe.cing methodology.

An additional critique of the data base is that not all

ships have electrical generating capacity displayed. The

dlata base is accurate with the recent classes and types of

ships. owever, the data base is missing for some of the

older ships. As an example, when observing the commissioned

ships in 1962, a total of 852 ships are left in the data

base when USNS ships and units under 300 tons (Patrol

Combatants and Patrol Hydrofoils) are deleted. Only 181 of

these ships have generating power data available. The other

categories are mcre complete with 823 units having tonnage

information in 1962, 796 having crew complement information

and all 852 units having costing information. These gaps

are all closed progressively over the years, so that, by

1983, a total of 518 ships are active/reserve with all 518

having tcnnage ard costing information, 516 having crew sizq

information and 494 having electrizal generating capacity

information. This anomo ly again directly affects the
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forward differencing methodology and not the regression

technique.

*. C. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM UTILIZATION

A desirable cbjective of any analysis that is conducted

iS to make the final product and its procedures reprodu-

cible. All of the analysis for this thesis was conducted

utilizing the Statistical Analysis System, a product of the

SAS Institute. The Statistical Analysis System is an

outstanding user oriented tool. Once its basic features and

nomenclature have been mastered, SAS provides excellent

results. Not cnly is the Stastical Analysis System user

friendly for the operator, especially in the handling of

error messages, it is also computer efficient in its utili-

zation of CPU tire. The SAS User's Guide, (Ref. 7], was

most helpful in displaying the systems ability to create,

manipulate and scrt data sets. Additionally, the procedure

steps were not cnly straightforward, but were also well

documented on their utilizaticn, limitations and special

considerations for usage. Several of the major SAS

programs utiliz:d in this analysis will be displayed in

appendices.
There did exist one imperfection in this analysis while

using the SAS computing capability. I. order to perform ths

Regression Method discussed in Chaptar III, the slope of the

time-series regression line, the coefficient estimate of

time, could not automatically be listed as an output from

the GLM (General Linea: regression Models) procedure in

( (Ref. 71. This slope is to be combiaed with other slopes in
forming the aggregate acquisition cost growth rates for the

entire U.S. Navy.It is understood by this author that this

* capability will he added to SAS in the future. This will

reduce calculating times significantly.
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D. ELIMINATING INFLATION EFFECTS

In order to cbtain "reil" growth rates, it is imperative

that the effects of inflation be eliminated from the data.

Otherwise, inflationary effects can intertwine and distort

the quantificaticn results. The Deflator Scale listed in

Table VIII was utilized in this study to bring the acquisi-

tion cost (AQCOST) of each ship in the data base to a

"constant" 1984 dollar value. By dividing the acquisi-tion

ccst (AQCOST) by the deflator of the year 4n which the ship

was acquired(ACSTYR), all platform acquisition costs were

elevated to 1984 "constant" dollar values and stored as

AQCST84 in the SAS data base. The deflator scale listed in

Table VIII was cbtained from the Chief o Naval Operations

(OPNAV 96-D) Staff.

It must be recognized that deflator scales can not be

perfectly absolute and dIifferent deflator scales exist for

the same "bask et of goods". In order to reduce the

computing iterations, only the deflators listed in Table

VIII were utilized in this study.
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TABLE VIII

Wavy Shi; Construction (SCN) Deflator Scale

Year Deflator Year Deflator Year Deflator

39 0.0865 55 0. 1440 70 0.2535
40 0.08714 56 0. 1499 71 0.2763

42 0.1013 58 0.1613 73 0.2165
42 0.103 57 0. 16132 72 0.3965

I 43 0.10495 59 0. 1670 '74 0.3674
44 0. 1068 E 60 0. 1657 75 0.4273
45 0. 108 1 61 0. 1690 76 0.4944
46 0.1 1387 62 0. 1670 77 0.5345
47 0.1270 63 0. 1675 78 0.5793
48 0.1275 64 0.1682 79 0.6361
49 01280 65 0.1746 80 0.7004
50 01285 66 0.1846 81 0.7837 I

51 01408 67 0.1967 82 0.8590
52 01359 68 0.2105 83 0.9320I3 0.37 69 0.2343 84 1.0000 I
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III. ANALYaIS Z METHODOLOGY

A. RESULTS

It is appropriate to overview the preferred results of

the analysis before delving into the exact equations and

methcdclcgy of producing each of the three method alterna-

tives. The four proportional acquisition cost growth rates

studied are unit per dollar, tonnage per dollar, gznerating

capacity per dollar and crewmember per dollar. These growth

rates will be displayed in the tabulated results as GRU/C,

GRT/C, GRKW/C and GRP/C respectively. The three methods of

aggregating the cost growth rates ars as follows:

1. Method A utilizes a linear least-squares time-seres

regression technique on major types Df ships and then aagre-
gates the data into the total fleet.

2. Method B conducts a moving aggregation of cost growth

rates by keeping track of all the commissioned active and

reserve ships in a particular year, compares yearly totals

by class and type of ship utilizing a forward differencing

function described below and then aggregates the results;

3. Method C is a combination of Method A and Methcd B.

It utilizes the forward differencing function technique on

the classes of ships for the years in which they are act-ive

or reserve.

All three listorical growth rate ccmpu-ations are

analyzed using fcur different weights, namely:

1. Each class of ship weighted equally;

2. Each ship weighted equally;

3. Each class weighted by the average acquisition value

of that class;ani
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4. Each ship being weighted by its own acquis--ct. c.s:.
These weightinq factors will be displayed in the tabuiaed

results as WT1,W12,WT3, and WT4 respectively. rhe cho:ce of

which weighting factor to use is not clear. Therefore,an

average, denoted by AVG, of all four weighting factors will

also be presented in the tabulated results.

The results using time-series regression are shown in

Table IX . The incorporation of years 1962 to 1983 wert?

TABLE IX

Method A Cost Growth Rates Results

Time-Series Reqression Technique

(During the Years 1962-1983y
GRU/C (Expressed in Percentages) /GUCGRT/C G RKWC G RP/C

WT1 -2.1899 0.211547 3. 17215 -0.14756

WT2 -2.1121 0.613916 2.20314 -0.0378u II I

WT3 -0.80782 1.37164 2.33942 0.338946 1

WT4 -1.5056 1.1344 2.0827 0.061241

AVG -1.654 0.833 2.449 0.0537

chosen to reflect the majority of classes cf ships which are

presently existirg in the active U.S. Navy as it exists

today. Additionally these years are coincident with the

same beginning year as Dr. Clark's previous work in

(Ref. 2]. Method A thus ioes not include ships commissioned

4 before 1962 in its computations. Thirteen major categories

of ship types were selected as the preferred grouping for

regressicn analysis. They are displayed in Table X . These

major types of ships were chosen to reflect as homogenous a

4 grouping of ship types as possible. The breakout among



TABLE X
Preferred Grouping of Ships for Method A

SMajor Tpe Ti 2 f ships I r cludedNuclear Attack SSN

E=e glc"u bmari nes

Submarires
Ccnventional Submarines AGSS, SS
Nuclear Cruisers CGN
Large Surface AGMR BB, CAqCCCG,CLG, DDG

Combatants (AAW oriented)
I Smaller SLTface DD,DE,DER,FF,FFG

Combatants (ASW oriented
Amphibious APA,APB, APD,AVT,LrCC,LFRLHA,LK ALPA, LPDI Minesweeps MCM MCSMCS, MSH SO
Auxiliary AE AF AS AG'S, A, AK, A 'L

ANL. AO,AO AOG,ARts
Tenders ADAS
Conventional Aircraft CV,CVS

Carriers
Nuclear Aircraft CVN
Carriers

I - -____________________

surface combatants was done to reflect the high - low mix of

ships and their principal mission in the Navy. Athough

surface combatants pride themselves in being multi-uission

capable platforms, it was necessary to reduce the total

number of ships in that category and it was felt this was i

. reasonable subdivision of those ships. The alternative

groupinq of majoi types of ships, ths changing of the period

of years studied and the regression statistics will be

presented in detailed in Section 3 of this chapter.
The results cf Method B using the forward da'.ffe_-encing

function technique utilizes only a five year time period,

4 namely 1978 to 1982. The forward differencing function

technique will te discussed in Section C of this chapter.

The ships are acgregated by class or by type in each year

before being aggregated into the whole Navy. For this

reason, both class and type results are displayed in Table
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XI for each weiglting factor and are both utilized when all

the weighting factors are averaged.

Over a significant period of tims and with a homogeneous

type of ship the results of Method A anJ Method B :end to

TABLE II
Method B Cost Growth Rates Results

Forward Differencing Techn:que
of Class(C) and TypelT

(During the Years 1971- 96)
(Expressed in Percentages)

GRU/C GRT/C GRK W/C GRP/C

WT1C -3.0414 -0.8234 -3.61234 -3.9542
WTIT -1.0285 -1.271 1 0.717061 -1.9624

WT2C -0.30492 -0.0086021 0.199299 -0.48512
WT2T -1.3888 0. 15829 1.30677 -1.5183

WT3C -3. 5695 -1.261 -1. LI7433 -4.7931
WT3T -1.0678 -1.3383 0.753308 -2.0511

WT4C -0.93171 -0.033344 0.0713668 -1.1987
WT4T -1.1813 0.257659 1.11948 -1.3014

Avg -1.564 -0.540 0.385 -2.158L J
converge and approach one another in value. How to best

capture the convergence and try to represent a heterogeneous

body of ships in the aggregate is the art of this study. As
described in Charter I, there existed an Influence on the

Navy's basic parameter characteristics as the World War II

ships were being decommissioned in the late 1960's and early

19701s. Since the years chosen for Method A was 1962 to

1983 and Method A only studied new ilatforms entering the

Fleet, it was essentially describing the newer active ships.
By only utilizinc the last five years in Method B, it can

eliminae the deccmmissicnings conduct-d in the late
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60' s/eazly 70's and in that way captures the essence c:

recent growth. The results for a twenty ona year
(1962-1982) period and a ten year (1973 to 1982) forward

differencing period are tabulated in Section C of this

chapter.

The results cf Method z, using th.e differencing function

technique on the classes of ships ir.troduced into the fleet

I TABLE XII

Hetbod C Cost Growth Rates Results

Fcrward Differenci nq Technique
of Calss() and Tyoe(TI(During the Years 19 6-T982)(Expressed in Percentages)

GRU/C GRT/C GRKW/C GRP/CWT1C -3.8004 -1.1642 -1.3065 -2. 712WT1T -4.2214 -1.9132 -2.2334 -1.643

IWT2C* -4.6387 -1.9303 -0.73794 -1.9795
WT2T* -3.8588 -2.4647 -1.4817 -2. 0533

WT3C -5.5267 -1.974 -1.4616 -4. 1191
WT3T -5.2307 -1.8146 -1.5909 -3.3406

WT4C* -7.5915 -3.1242 -1.2552 -3.1034
WT4T* -3.3438 -1.6638 -0.88745 -1.7277

Avg -4.776 -2.006 -1.369 -2.555

- .- J

0 since 1962, are presented in Table XII . This methodology

* of differencing on the lead ship of each class as ": -s

introduced into the fleet is not recommended for uti" za-ion

for reasons which will be dicussed belcw. It was not

O pcssible to program weights WT2 and WT4 where, respectively,

each ship and its value is counted squally. WT2* in Table

XII means that each class is weighted equally for the years

in which the class is commi-sioned or reserve since 1962.
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WT4* in Table XII means that each class .s weighted by its

average acquisition value for the years 4n which the class

is commissioned. As performed in Methol B, the ships are

aggregated by class or by type. Bcth class and type results

are displayed in Table XII for each weighting factor and are

indicated by a "C" and "T" respectively. Again, this method

is not recommended for utilization. However, this method

was attempted as an alternative to lethcds A and B as a

possible compromise between their faults and weaknesses.

B. METHOD A (TIME-SERIES REGRESSION TECHNIQUE)

1. Theorv Description

Before describing in detail the various methodolo-

gies, ia is iiportant to define the stylized facts of

growth. As described in [Ref. 7, p.369], Nicholas Kaldor in
1958 utilized the long term relatonship s that seem to

appear consistent over time as stylized f&cts, o= rough
empirical observations in aconomic models. These stylized

facts are utilized in growth models that tie these stylized

facts together. Often, these long term relationships takc.
the form of ratics. In this analysis, the ratios studied
are units per dollar, tonnage per lollar, generating

capacity per dollar and crewmember per dollar. The basic

equation cf growth rate (SR) for an item X is:

GR (X) = (dX / dt) / X (aqn 3.1)

:t should be noted that whenever the growth rates of ratios

are taken (say cost per ton), that over any increasing

period of time, the negative value is the reciprocal of the
ratio (ton per dcllar). thus, the growth rates described in
this chapter alsc describe cost per unit, cost per ton, cost

per generating capacity and cost per crewmember. And, a

negative growth rate of a ratio over time is also a positivo
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growth rate of its reciprocal and has the same magnitude.

For example, in Chapter I Table IV, the Spruance class

growth rate for tons per million dollars in 1981 was

0.000559 when .-the fcrward differencing technique was used.

The implied growth rate for cost (million dollars) oer ton

in 1981 for Spruance class destroyars is -0.000559.

As described in (Ref. 8]. the simplest determins-:ic

time-series model is the linear trend. model. Since the data

base on the ships consists of discr:=te observations made a-

yearly intervals, the long-run growth pattern of the time

series can be described by the linear trend model. The time

series is denoted by Y(t). Despit9 short-run up-and-down

movements, it is possible that Y (t) might exhibit a

clear-cut upward trend. For example from the data base,

there are four nuclear cruiser (CGN) classes introduced in

the time frame 1962 to 1983. The iames of the classes of

CGNs are Truxton,Bainbridge,Californ.a and Virginia. Figure

3.1 shows a plot of the predicted v'tlues (YHAT) versus the

actual tonnage per dollar value for nuclear cruisers. The

predicted values were determined by the generalized linear

regression model (GLM) SAS prccedure. The COMMYR is the

year when the lead ship of the class is introduced to the

fleet. The value of each ship class is the average acquisi-
tion cost of the ships in that class. As described in
-Ref. 9], the actual data which indicated a growth in the

ratio of tonnage per dollar value can be compared with the

regression model's predicted values, which also shows

similiar growth.

5
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Figure 3.1 Predicted vs. Actual Ratio(Tons/Dollar) for CGNs.
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In this example, the analysis of variance table,

miscellaneous statistics and the parameter estimates of th:e

linear regression trend line from the GLM SAS procedure are

TABLE XIII

SAS General Linear Models Procedure

DEPENDENT VAFIABLE: RTC

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE

MODEL 1 24.85629815 24.85629815

ERROR 2 2.14,438056 1.07219028

CORRECTED TOTAL 3 27.00067871

MODEL F = 23.18 PR > F = 0.0405

R-SQUARE C.V. STD DEV RTC MEAN

0.920580 8.5370 1.03546621 12.12909541

T FOR HO: STD ERROR OF

PARAMETER ESTIMATE PARAMETER=O ESTIMATE

INTERCEPT -21. 05956936 -3.05 6.91240361

COMMYR 0. 47753474 4.81 0.09917968

provided in Table XIII . From the 3LM ou-put, Table XIII,

the linear equat-on for the time series, Y(t) is as follows:

Y(t) = -21.06 + 0.4775 *(t) (eqn 3.2)

with: t expressed in two digit years (ex. 67,68, etc.)

Thus, the value of the ratio of tonnage per dollar value I.

year (t+1) will be 0.4775 units higher than the previous
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value.The other statistics on Table XIII , especially

R-square which is equal to 0.9206, indicate that this 's a

reasonable model to estimate the slope (dX/dt) required for

the basic equation of growth rate in equation (3.1).

Additicnally,the Durbin - Watson test for autocorrelation

was performed using the SAS Procedure SYSREG. In the

majority of cases,the null hypothesis of positive or

I TABLE XIV•I I
SAS General Linear Models Procedure I

I I
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: ETC

I FREQUENCY: iLASS

i SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE
MODEL 1 46.07379821 46.37379821

I ERROR 6 3.50347787 0.58391298

CORRECTED TOTAL 7 49.57727608 1

I ODEL F = 78.91 PR > F = 0.0001i I
R--SQUARE C.V. STD DEV RTC MEAN I1 0.929333 5.6310 0.76414199 13.57019066

T FOR HO: STD ERROR OF
PARAMETER ESTIMATE PARA?1ETER=0 ESTIMATE

INTERCEPT -22.857285 41 -5.56 4.10976086
co1, 0.50331573 8.88 0.05666143

negative correlation was rejected. Again, this statistical

check indicated that the time-series regression technique is

reasonable for estimating the slope.
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When the growth rate is weighted by the number of

ships in each class (i.e. each ship is weighted equally),

the trend line changes. In our example of the ratio of

tonnage to dolla value, there will be four more observa-

t..ons in the model. There are two Callifornia class CGNs and

four Virginia class CGNs in the data base. Truxton and

Bainbridge only have one ship in their respective classes.

A trend line recression was run on the SAS GLM procedure

with each ship ccunting equally and the results are shown on

Table XIV . It is noted that the slope changes to 0.5033

and the R-square improved slightly to 0.929 when each ship

is counted as shown on Table XIV . It is important to

nctice that this individual trend line result will be

combined with other major types to form the aggregate fleet

t:end in growth.

2. SAS Ste

The actual procedural steps using SAS to obtain the

cost growth rates for the entire Navy by Method A follow:

1. Starting with the entire data base of 1505 individual
ships, USNS and ships with tonnage less than 300 are

del; ted.

2. Commissiored year is assumed to be launch year plus

two.

3. The commissioning years of 1952 to 1983 are retained.

The other units with commissioning outside of these

dates are deleted. (By this methodology th=e exist

a total cf 57 new classes of ships introduced into

the Navy since 1962. )
4. The number of shios in the class is obtained and is

denoted by NCLASS. Also, the average acquisitior

value of a ship class is determined and is denoted by

MAQCST84.
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5. All units are deleted, except for the lead ship in

each class. Its acquisition cost is replaced with

the average cost of its class (MAQCST84).

6. For the lead ships of each class with its revised

cost (MA CST84), the desired ratios are taken.

(Example: ratio of tonnage/dollar = T/C =

tonnage/MAQCST84) rhe other ratios are RU/C, RP/C and

RKW/C.
7. The lead ships are sorted by the major types listed

in Table X then:

a) The average value of all above ratios for the

ships in each major type are computed.

b) Each major type has the GLM SAS procedure run on

ratio versus commissioned year (COMMYR). As seen

in the nuclear cruiser example, the slope of the

regression trend line is the output.

8. The proportional growth rates are formed by dividing

the slope by the average value of the ratio to creat.

the arowt ratios, namely: GRU/C, GRT/C, GRKW/C and

GRP/C.

3. Weiqhtinq Factors

Once the four growth rates have been formed, the

fcur weighting processes begin.
Weight ore (WT1) is created by summing the total of

all thirteen major types growth rates times the number of

classes in the major type. This quantity is then divided by

the total number of classes introduced between 1962 and 1983

(= 57).
Weight Three (WT3) is created by summing the total

of all thirteen major type's growth rates times the sum of

the average cost (MAQCST84) of eazh class in that major

type. This quantity is divided by the total cost of all

classes average costs (MAQCST84) introduced between 1962 and

198 3.
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By keeping track of the number of ships in each

class (denoted by NCLASS) and using the FREQ command in the

SAS procedure Means, one can obtain:

1. The average value of each ratio for a major type

weighted ty each ship. (ex.: MRT/C is the avg. ratio

of tonnage/dollar).

2. Also, the total cost of all ships introduced in the

period 1962-1983 (SZST) can be obtained.

3. Slopes are again taken utilizing the GLM SAS proce-

dure.However, each lead ship's ratio value has been

zultiplied by the number in that class that have been

acquired during the period 1962-1983. Thus, ships

with a large number in its class will be more influ-

ential in the regression line determination.

Then the weighted growth rates for weight 2 and

weiaht 4 ar. created.

Weight two (WT2) is the sum over all major types of

the grcwth rate times the number of ships introduced in that

major type. This quantity is divided by the total number of

ships introduced between 1962 and 1983.

Weight fcu- (WT4) is the sum over all major types of

the growth rate times the total cost of all ships in that

major type. This is divided by the total acquisition cost

of all shins introduced between 1962-1983.

The programs that were utilized to create these
proportional groith rates by .ethod A are listed in Appendix

A. They have teen written so that the SAS steps in this
chapter coincide with the appendix listing.

An additional consideration when utilizing the

time-series regression technique is observing the resultant

statistics. Weighting factors WT1 and WT3 only utilize the

classes cf ships in conducting the regression. Weighting

factors WT2 and WT4 require each ship to be considered in

the regression. Therefore, for each time period, there are
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two sets of resultant statistics from the linear :,gresssion

conducted on the major types of ships. These atscs

provide a measure of the quality of the time-series regres-

sion mcdel. Table XV provides the regression model

statistics for the ratio of tonnage/dollar when weighing

each class equally. Table XVI provides the statistics for
the ratio of ton rage/dollar when weighing each ship equally

during the oerio a 1962 to 1983. Table XVII and Table XVIII

provide these saie statistics for crew member per iollar.

Table XIX and Table XX provide these statistics for ths

I" -
RatioTABLE XV

Ratio Tons/Dollar Regression Statistics

Class Weight I
Major Typ_ _CCbs Coe ff cien' S.E. R-Square
SSBN 4 -0.005 0.097 0.0016
SSN 7 0.136 0.17 0.1156
SS 2 -15.452 0.0 1 I
CGN 4 0.4775 0.99 0.921
AAW C0CBT 6 -1.2163 0.12 0.436
ASW COMBT 7 -0.0122 0.48 0.00013' AMPHIB 9 2.055 1.79 0.158 II INESWEEP 0 .00-- --
AUXILIARY 8 -0.2556 1.61 0.0042
TENDERS 5 0.5045 0.78 0.565
CV/CVS 2 0.46u9 0.0 1
CVN 2 1.1572 0.0 1 1

;0

ratio of generating capacity per dollar. And finally, Table
XXI and Table XXI: provide these statistics for units Der

dollar (millions) during the period 1962 to 1983.

6
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TA BLE ZVI

Ratio Tons/Dollar Regression Statistics

Each Ship counts
Majo1r 12 Cbs Coe f icient S.E. R-Square

SSBN 35 -0.02171820 0.03 0.0154
SSN 78 0.35054470 0.025 0.72
SS 2 -11 45246881 0.0 1
CGN 8 0.50331573 0.057 0.93
AAW COMBT 45 -0.07524711 0.045 0.062
ASW COMBT 114 -0.30600536 0.11 0.07
AMPHIB 59 1.55522312 0.57 0.12
MINESWEEP 0 0.00000000 --
AUXILIARY 36 -0.20148691 0.49 0.0049
TENDERS 15 0.78099518 0.34 0.29
CV/CVS 4 0.4 6495156 0.0 1
CVN 4 1.15723364 0.0 1

TABLE XVII

-11

Ratio Crew/Dollar Regression Statistics

Mo-Class Weight_aj y T p_ _eCb§ Co 9ff .c ient S. E. R -S.q ujare

SSBN 4 -0.0116 3.014 0.2582
SSN 7 -0.0039 0.007 0.0668
SS 1 0.0 -- --
CGN 4 0.0159 0.005 0.822 I
AAW COMBT 6 -0.0561 0.009 01900
ASW COMBT 7 -0.112 0.041 0.599
AMPHIB 9 -0.0049 0.045 0,0017
MINESWEEP 0 0.0 000-- --
AUXILIARY 7 -0.0963 0.060 0.3399
TENDERS 5 0.125 0.191 0.124

,.CV/CVS 2 0.0277 0.0 1
CVN 2 0.3324 0.0 1
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ri
TABLE XVIII

Ratio Crew/Dollar Regression Statistics I
IEach Shi6p counts IMajoLq Type #Cbs C = .-ci ent S.E. R-_Sg.u_ _e

SSBN 25 -0.018 0.003 0.54
SSN 78 0.0 0037 0.001 0.0009

OBSS 1 0.0 -- -

CGN 8 0.017 0.003 0.86
AAW COMBT 45 -0.061 0.006 0.74
ASW COMBT 114 -0.16 0.008 0.785
AMPHIB 59 -0.0 117 0.015 0.0099
MINESWEEP 0 3.0000 --
AUXILIARY .5 -0.10 0.02 0.44
TENDERS 15 0.12 0.11 0.077CV/CVS 4 0.028 0.0 1
CVN 4 0.03 0.0 1

TABLE XIX

Ratio KW/Dollar Regression Statistics

Class Weighto;aLq Type _#bs Coe fficient S.E. R-Square

SSBN 3 -0.1554 0.067 0.8435
SSN 7 0.1862 0.329 0.06
ss 1 0.0 -- --
CGN 4 0.7117 0.087 0.9707
AAW COMBT 6 -0.0042 0.079 0.0007
ASW CCMBT 7 0.968 0.38 0.57
AMPHIB 9 -0.1265 0.831 0.0033
MINESWEEP 0 0.0000 ....
AUXILIARY 6 0.6909 1.214 0.0749
TENDERS 5 3.74 1.197 0.165
CV/CVS 2 0.075 0.0 1
CVN 2 0.239 0.0 1
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TABLE XX

Ratio KU /Dollar Regression Statistics

Each Ship counts
or T ME Co ficient S.E. R-Sguare

SSBN z4 -0.13 0.021 0.54
SSN 8 .585 0.042 0.72
SS 1 0.0-- --
CGN 8 0.74 0.05 0.97
AAW COMBT 45 0.078 0.03 0.14
ASW COMBT 114 0.57 0.087 0.274
AMPHIB 9 0.485 0.27 0.05
MINESWEEP 0 0.0000 --

IAUXILIARY 27 0.61 0.44 0.071
ITENDERS 15 3.4 0.47 0.80
CV/CVS 4 0.075 0.0 1
CVN 4 0.24 0.0 1

r TABLE XXI

Ratio Units/Dollar Regression Statistics

Class Weight
I jQr Type s Coe f-fcient S.E. RSuaret.SSBN 4 -6.39 0.000 0.8605

SSN 7 0.000032 0.000 0.0621
SS 2 -0.00994 0.000 1
CGN 4 0.000026 0.000 0.6969
AAW COMBT 6 -0.00011 0.000 0.72
ASW COMBT 7 -0.00028 0.00 0.444

I AMPHIB 9 0.000037 0.000 0.0031
INESWEEP 0 0.0000 -- --
AUXILIARY 8 0.000022 0.000 0.00055
TENDERS 5 -0.300064 0.000 0.0992

,CVS 2 0,000006 0,0 1
Cv 2 0.000012 0. 0 1
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TABLE XIII I

I ;Ratio Urits /Dollar Regression Statistics

k:, Each Ship counts
ga.o _i_ Type #Cbs Coe f fici'nt S.E. R-iSuare

SSBN 35 -0.000065 0.000 0.744i, 1EEP 0.0o0 -- --
CGN 8 0.000028 0.000 0.76 I

AUXILIARY 36 -0.000014 0.000 0.000298
iEDEot --0.000 0.o3

It is noted that generally, the models improved when each

ship of the class is counted. However, the offsetting

disadvantage to utilizing the individual ship weighting

factor is that classes with more ships in the class are

exertinq a greater influence oL the regression model. And

thus, the classes with more ships are influencing the

proportional growth rates for the major types of ships as

wel l.

Several cbservations on Table XV through Table XXII

are worthy of comment. The number of observations is

approximately the same when class weight is utilized. When

each ship counts equally,.he number of observations becomes

mixed. The Min .sweep major type has no observations. The

coefficients vary from -able to table as expected. It is

noted that the Urits per Dollar ratio coefficients are very

small in comparison with the other coefficients. Thus, the

significant error of those values is small as well. The

R-square statistic is quite erratic and shows comletely
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different values for the different ratios of the same malor

type.

4. Alt ernat ives

Two alternatives to the base case were conducted.The

first alternative utilized a larger grouping of the major

types. Since tke base case showed that no new minesweepers

were introduced during the period 1962-1983, that major type

could be eliminated. The submarines were all classified as

one major type (SSBO, SSN, and SS). The surface combatants

were grouped as cne major type. The auxiliaries and tenders

were grouped tocether. And, the carriers were grcped

together. The resultant grouping of five major types is

listed in Table XXIII . The time-series regression tech-

nique was applied to these five major types of ships. The

results are shoun in Table XXIV . The results a-re very

similar to the base case when thirten major types of ships

were categorized. The class count regression statistics are

shown on Table XXV . The ship count regression statistics

are shown on Table XXVI . The R-square statistics are not

favorable and dc show the non-homogeneity of Navy ships

within the large= major types category.
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TABLE XXIII

Alternative Grouping of Ships for Method A

Major TT1s Tef Ships included

F mrines nsn
Surface Ccmbatants AGMR B A CC CG, CGN,CLG

DDG 5D 6E 6ER'FF, FG
Amphibious APAAPB,APD,AVT,LCC,LFF.AE F. AF'S AG'S,A.",I
Auxiliary LHA LKA LPALPD .K AL

ANL, A5,AOf'OG,A." s
AD,AS

Aircraft Carriers CV,CVS,CVN

TABLE XXIV

Method I Alternative Growth Rates Results

Time-Series Regression TechniqvRevised yajor T;es
(During the Years 1 62-1983)
(Expressed in Percantages)

GRU/C GRT/C GRKW/C GRP/C

T1 -2. 1075 0.0390169 1.73119 --0.3705

WT2 -1.2234 0.855873 2.87396 -0.057677
WT3 -2.3931 -0.10159 1.63035 -0.14454

WT4 -1.6007 0.841061 3. 20534 -0.05297

AVG -1.83 0.4086 2.36 -0.1564
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TABLE XXV I

Alternative Regression Statistics

Class count
_Ma12r TyE 1bs CoSefficint S.E. R-Sauare

R U/C
SUBS 13 -0.00055 0.001 0.039
SURF COMBT 17 -0.00015 0.000 0.145
AMPHIB 9 3. 00004 0.0)0 0.0031
AUXILIARY 13 0.00016 0.000 0.033
C/CVN 4 0.000004 0.00 0.0274

R T/C
SUBS 13 -0.684 1.164 0.0304
SURF COMBT 17 -0.092 0.192 0.0152
AMPHIB 9 2.055 1.794 0.158
AUXILIARY 13 0.64 1.06 0.032
CV/CVN 4 0.78 0.61 0.49

R P/C
I"SUBS 12 -0. 0084 0.0064 0.145 

SURF COMBT 17 -0. 063 3.024 0.318
AMPHIB 9 -0.049 0.045 0.0017
AUXILIARY 12 -0. 1454 0.073 0.287

I CV/CVN 4 0.0141 0.048 0.042

RKW4C
SUBS 11 -0. 037 0.227 0.003
SURF COMET 17 0.335 0.192 0.168
AIIPHIB 9 -0. 127 0.83 0. 00331
AUXILIARY 11 1.08 0.774 0.178
CV/CVN 4 0.203 0.051 0.89I

The second alternate to the base case increased the

period cf observaticn from 1939 to 1983. The same thirteen

categories of major types listed in the base Method A case

were utilized. The results of the time-series regression

technique on this alternative case 4s shown on ]able XXVI

The R-square statistic for the second alternative are

similiar to the Lase case, but they are unique. The second

alternative regression statistics are not displayed.
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TABLE XXVI

Alternative Regression Statistics

Each Ship count3s
pe #_Obs Co efficient S.E. R-Sguare I

RU/c
SUBS 115 -0. 00008 0.000 0.0047 1
SURF COMBT 167 -0. 00014 0.000 0. 1024
AMPHIE 59 0. 00023 0.002300 0.068
AUXILIARY 51 1.00007 0.000 0.0078 1
CV/CVN 8 0.000005 0.000 0.065 1

SUBS 115 D. 092 0.164 0.003
SURF COMBT 167 ).043 0.08 0.002
AMPHIB 59 1.56 0.57 0.117
AUXILIARY 51 0. 31 0.47 0.0091
CV/CVN 8 0.47 0.26 0.346

RP/C
SUBS 114 -0.0082 0.002 0.136
SURF COMBT 167 -0.075 0.009 0.296
AMiPHIB 59 -0.0117 0.015 0.00998IAUXILIARY 50 -0. 126 0.034 0.22
CV/CVN 8 -0.0098 0.020 0.040

RKWIC I
SUBS 11 0.4556 0.059 0.349
SURF COMBT 17 3.574 0.058 0.37 1
AMPHIB 9 -0.485 0.273 0.053 I
AUXILIARY 11 0.9035 0.353 0.141 I
CV/CVN 4 0.2048 0.023 0.9325 I

LI

C. METHOD B (FOFWARD DIFFERENLING AGGREGATION TECHNIQUE)

1. Thecr. Descripion

An alternative to the simple =egression of Method A

is ,o utilize a aoving average model. It is recalled that

the Navy Resource Dynamics Model is making predictions abou'

naval force levils far into the future. The length of

projection and uncertainty about the fut,.:e demand a

simplistic approach. The simplest of the moving average

models is based on assuming that a likely value for -he
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TABLE XXVII

Method A Alternative Growth Rates Results

lime-Series Regressi.-n Technique
Revised Years

(During the Years 1939-1983)
GRU/C (Express.d in Percentages)

WTI -3.4906 -2.6-144 0.254883 -0.49694

WT2 -4.5232 -2.72 3.16183 -0.070232

WT3 -1.913 -0.6912 4 0.367762 -0.2237

WT4 -2.8441 -1.1406 1. 52872 -0.039746

AVG -3.19 -1.79 1.329 -0.207

series' next value is a simple average of its valuas over

several recent time periods. This simple, straIghtforward

method will be called the forward differencing method,

Method B.

The forward differencing method assumes that a good

forecas: will be given by the simple average of its past

values. This is a strong assumption. However, the Navy is

composed of a nor-hcmogenous collection f ships, which are

required to fulfill many different missions and diverse
commitments. This non-homogeneity working in concert with

the changes in the Navy's mix overtime, implies that the

simplest of models may be the most accurate.

Forward differencing or backward differencing could

have been utilized in determining the moving average values.

Forward differencing was selected arbitrarily to coincide

with the notion that it is the future Navy that this anal-

ysis is attempting to predict. The forward differencing

* technique works by comparing two values that are In timeI
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order. For exaiple, the value at time t is compa-sd with

the value at tize t 1. By subtracting the two values, a
difference is formed. This is repeated at time t+1 when its

value is compared with time t+2,etc. This continues for the

full time period dicussed (ie. five years for the base case)

Backward differencing would be comparing the values at time
t,t-1, t-2,etc.

An example of forward differencing is the ratio of

Units per Million dollars of the Spruance class. On Table

III, the average cost of the Spruance class ship in 1981 was

272.658 million and in 1982 was 272.658 millicn dollars. By
taking the reciprocal of both these values to form the ra.io

(Units/ cost) and then subtracting the two values the

difference value for 1981 is obtained. When this valus

(-0.0000020592) is divided by the reziprocal of 272.505, the

growth rate (GRU/C) for the Spruance class in 1981 is

obtained (-0.00056' as is shown on Table IV . Cost per unit

is obtained by taking the difference between the two average

costs (272.658 - 272.505) and then dividing by the average

cost per unit in 1981 (272. 505). The resultant growth rate
of Cost (value) per Unit is 0.00056. As previously noted,

this is equal in value and opposite in sign to the growth

rate GRU/C.

One of the disadvantages of the moving average model

is that it does rot provile any readily interpretable infor-

mation about forecast confidence. Since regression is not

used to estimate the moving averagE model, test and confi-
dence bcund statistics are not as accessible as those from

regression models. It is the stochastic or "unexplained"

component in the time-series that creates the errors in

forecasting. It must be pointed out again that the utiliza-

tion of this analysis is for describing long range growth

effects on the U.S. Navy's ships.
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Another reccgnized problem of the moving average

model is time dependency. Time dependency arises when the
variable a-: time t bears a close relationship to the vari-

ables measured at times t + 1, t + 2, etc. As previously

mentioned, the fleet cannot change its composition in a

short period of time. There dcas exist -ime dependency in

this forward differencing technique. However, it does not

* prevent the analysis from being cont!nued and argued r. its

favor.

2. SAS Step.

The actual procedural steps using SAS to obtain the

acquisition cost growth rates for the entire Navy by Method

B follow:

1. Sta-.ting with the entire data base, USNS and ships

with less than 300 tons are deleted.

2. The remairing data base is then sorted by classes (or

types) of ships.

3. Then, the commissioned active or reserve ships for

each yea: (1978 to 1983 in the base case) are

created. By deleting the ships who have retired and

adding thcse ships who were launched two years ago,

it is an approximate list of active/reserve ships in

commission that particular year.

o. In each of the years, the number of observations,

average value and summation for each of the following

categories are saved for each class (type) of ship:

number in the class, tonnage, crewsize, generat.ng

capacity and acquisition cost in constant (1984)

dollar.
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5. For each class (type) of ship in each year the ra-os

are created. For example the ratio of tonnage to

acquisiticn cost RT/C = average tonnage

(MTON)/average cost of all commissioned units in that

year. The other ratios are RU/C, RKW/C, RP/C.

6. Using the SAS difference function described in

[Ref. 6, p.44 0], the forward differences are deter-

mined autcmatically by SAS.

7. Then, the proportional growth rates for each class

(or type) and each year are formed by dividing the

forward difference values by the ratios (in Step 5

above) tc obtain the growth rates, namely: GRU/C,

GRT/C, GREW/C, and GRP/C.

3. WeigLhtin Factors

Once the four growth rates have been formed, the

four weighting processes begin.

Weight Ore (WT1) is determined by using the SAS

procedure means to find the average value of the four growth
r-tes fcr each class (or type) over all the years s-:udied.

Then usir.g the SAS Procedure Means again, the average growth
rate over all classes (or types) of ships combined together
is the aggregated growth rate for all ships weighting each

class equally.

Weight two (WT2) is determined by multiplying the

growth rate of each class (type) by the number of ships

(denoted by TOTOES) commissioned in that year and in that
class (type). SAS Procedure Means is utilized to obtain the
sum of all these growth rates multiplied by numbers of

ships. An example is the sum for a particular year of thq
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growth rate of crewsize/cost times the number in that class

denoted by SYRNPC. This quantity is divided by the sum

total of all ships commissioned in all the years studied

(NOSHIP). This will provide the weighted growth rates so

that each ship ccunts equally.

Weight three (WT3) is determined by multiplying the

growth rate for each class (type) and year by the average

acquisition cost of a ship in that class (type) that partic-

ular year. The sum of these values for each class (type) is

obtained using tl SAS Procedure Means. Each of these sums

is divided by the sum of average acguisition costs for that

class (type) of ship. AnI finally, all of these values ars

. averaged tc obtain the aggregated growth rates weighting

equally by the class (type) value.

Weight fcur (WT4) is determined by multiplying each

. growth rate in each year by the total cost of all ships in
commission in that year. These quantities are all summed

for each growth rate. Then, this quantity is divided by ths

total sum of all commissioned ships' acquisition cost for

all years studied. The result is 'he growth rates for tb

entire Navy with each ship's value being weighted equally.

A typical program that was utilized to create these

. proportional grouth rates by Method B is listed in Appendix
B. IT has been written so that thea SAS steps in this

, chapter coincide with the appendix listing.

4. Alt ernatives

*Q Two alternatives to the base case of 1978 to 1982
were made. The first alternative utilizing the same SAS

steps and weighting factors was produced using a ten ysar
time period 1973 to 1982. The results of this alternamive

0. are presented in Table XXVIII
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TABLE XXVIII

Method B Alternate Growth Rates Results

forward Differenclnq Technique
of Class (C) and Type(T)

(During the Years 1973- 1982)
(Expressed in Percentages)

GRU/C GRT/C GRKW/C GRP/C

WT1C -3.5108 -0. 3481 -0.3531 -3. 3918
WT1T -3.2134 -1. 1197 0.159313 -1.1475

WT2C -0.24702 0.136231 0.23837 -0.17149
WT2T -1.5978 -0.21015 0.722138 -1.3645WT3C -4. 1837 -0.72884 -3. 17343 -4.2319

WT3T -3. 7023 -1. 5104 0.238862 -1.2572

WT4C -0. 75938 0.219086 0.259182 -0. 55207
WT4T -1.3092 0. 152064 0.73928 -0.9303

Avg -2.315 -0.564 0.175 -1.667
I I

The secord alternative also used the same SAS proce-

dures and weighting factors as the base case. However, it

was based on the time period of 1963 to 1982. The second

alternative results are displayed in Table XXIX .

The base case was chosen over the other two alterna-
tives fcr two reasons. The first reason was that the

results more closely resemble Method A's base case results.

The seccrd reasor was the tremendous influence in the late

60's and early 70's of Navy force size. Over the course of

6 years, the U.S. Navy was reduced by one half of the number

of ships in the Navy. The Navy changed from over 1,000

active units to less than 600 units in a short period of

time. As was shown in the case of the Spruance class

destroyers and tleir introduction into the destroyer force,

the decommissionings of World War II built ships were having

a dramatic effect on the Navy's compsition. Elimina-ion of
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K-TABLE XXIX

Method B Alternate Growth Rates Results

Forward Differencing Technique
of Class (C) and Type (T)

(During the Years 1952-1982)
(Expressed in Percentages)

GRU/C GRT/C GRKW/C GREP/C

WT1C -4.8427 -1.6578 -1.7047 -3.4664
WT 1T -4.4569 -1.9062 -1.598 -2.0775

WT2C -1.2091 -0.4252 3.0127654 -0.29934 1
WT2T -1.7068 -0.77934 -0.10305 -1.2047

WT3C -5.5267 -1.974 -1.4616 -4.1191
WT3T -4.8724 -2.2357 -1.488 -2.2983

WT4C -2.7217 -0.90091 -0.16563 -0.83403
WT4T -1.4212 -0.44723 0.247211 -0.84685 1

Avg -3.344 -1.292 -0.782 -1.905

that unique charge in the fleet removes much of the time

dependency and change in force composition due to decommis-

sionings. Thus, the shorter lag period of five years is the

preferred case.

D. METHOD C (FOEWARD DIFFERENCING ON THE LEAD SHIPS OF EACH

CLASS)

1. Discussicr

A As an alternative to Method A and Method B, an

attempt was made to combine the two techniques. Method C

was generated by creating the lead ship of each class as in

the time-series regression technique of Method A. This

includes replacirg the lead ship cost with the average cost
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(MAQCST84) of tle ships in the class. From this :=vised

data base, the same technique as in Method B was uti! zd to

create and appropriately weight the results.

As menticned in th - results section of this chapter,

Method C is not recommended. Additionally, it does not use

the same weightirg factors as the other two methods. Method

C is only presented as a failed technique - one that did not

work. There were no alternative cases to Methcd C.
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IV. CONCLLUSIOS AND RECOMEATLONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

k. GENERAL CO5 flNTS

As described In Chapter 1, it was the intent of this

analysis to observe past historical growth rate.s of the

acquisition cost of U. S. Navy ships and thei- interaction
with the changes in crew size, tonnage and elec-rical gener-

ating capacity. These growth rates are indicatorS of part
of the flow of allocatina Navy resources over time. They

were studied to Erovide as accura~ely as possible a forecast

of the future Navy's growth trends. Specifically, this

analysis supports the ongoing Navy Resource Dynamics Model

and provides an updated view of the acquisition cost of U.S.

Navy ships.

The preferred results of Method A and Method B are shown

in Chapter III on Tables IX and X. They have been combined

and are displayed in Table XXX . Method C was found unac-

ceptable and is therefor nct displayed. The four

proportional acquisition cost growth rates studied are unit

per dollar(GRU/C), tonnage per dollar(GRT/C), generating

capacity per dollar (GR KW/C) and cewmember per

dollar(GEP/C). The two acceptable methods of aggregating

the cost growth rates ar . as follows:

1. Method A utilizes a linear l ast-sguares time-series
regressior technique on major types of ships and then

aggregates the data into the total fleet.

2. Method B conducts a moving aggregation of cost growth

rates by Reeping track of all the commissioned ships
4n a particular year, compares yearly totals by class

and type of ship utilizing a forward differencing

function and then aggregates the results.
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TABLE XXX
Combined Final Results

Method A Cost Growth Ratps Results

(During the Years 1962-1983)
(EX ressed in Percentages)

GRU/C GT/C GRKW/C GRP/C

WT1 -2. 1899 0.211547 3.17215 -0.14756 I

WT2 -2.1121 0.613916 2.20314 -0.03784

WT3 -0.80782 1.37164 2.33942 0.338946 1

WT4 -1.5056 1.1344 2.0827 0.061241 I

AVG -1.654 0.833 2.449 0.0537

Method B Cost Growth Rates Results

of Class(C) and Tvg-T)(During the Years 197-96)(Expressed in Percentages) I

GRU/C GRT/C GRKW/C GRP/C

WTC -3. 0414 -0. 8234 -0.61234 -3.9542 IiTIT -1.0285 -1.271 1 0.717011 -1.9624

WT2C -0.30492 -0.0086021 0.1992-9 -0.48512•WT2T -1. 3888 0.15829 1.30677 -1.5183
WT3C -3.5695 -1.261 -0.47483 -4.7931 I

."WT3T -1.0678 -1.3383 0.753308 -2.0511
i T4C -0.93 171 -0. 033344 3.0713668 -1. 1987 I

WT4T -1.1813 0.257659 1.11948 -1.3014 !

L Avg -1.564 -0.540 0.385 -2.158

Both historical crowth rate compuzations are analyzed using

four different weights, namely:

1. WT1-Each class of ship weighted equally;

2. WT2-Each ship weighted equally;

3. WT3-Each class weighted by the average acquisition
value of +hat class;and
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4. WT4-Each ship being weighted by its own acquisition

cost. T le choice of which weighting factor to use

is not clear. Therefore, Bn average, denoted by

AVG, of all four weighting factors is presented in
the tabulated results.

The incorporation of years 1962 to 1983 for Method A,the

time-series regression technique, were chosen to reflect the

majority of classes of ships which are presently existing in

the active U.S. Navy as it exists today. Additionally these

years are coincident with the same beginning year as Dr.

Clark's previous work in (Ref. 2]. Method A thus does not

include ships commissioned before 1962 in its computations.

Thirteen major categories of ship types were selected as the
preferred grouping for _egressicn analysis. They were

displayed in Tatle X These major types of ships were

chosen to reflect as homogeneous a grouping of ship types as

possible.

The results cf Method B usinc the forward differencing

technique utilizes a five year time period, namely 1978 to
1982. The ships are aggregated by :lass or by type in each

year before beinS aggregated into the whcle Navy. For this

reason, both class and type results are displayed in Table

XXX for each weighting factor and are both utilized when all

the weighting factors are averaged.

Over a significant period of time and with a homogeneous

type of ship the results of Method A and Method B tend to

converge and apFroach one another in value. How to best
capture the convergence and try to represent a heterogeneous

boy of ships in the aggregate was the art of this study.

As described in Chapter I, there existed an influence on the

Navy's basic parameter characteristics as the World War II

ships were being deccmmissioned in the late 1960's and early

1970's. Since the years chosen for Method A was 1962 to
4 1983 and Method A only studied new platforms entering the
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Fleet, it was essentially describing the newer active ships.

By only utilizing the last five years, Method B eliminated

the decommissionings conducted in the late 60's/early 70's

and in that way captures the essence of recent growth.

B. COMPARISON OF METHODS AND WEIGHTING FACTORS

It is essential to review the advantages and disadvan-

tages of each mcethod in order to compare the methodology

utilized to produce the aggregate growth rates for the

entire fleet. Since Meth:)d C has been dismissed as inappro-

pri ate, i+ will not ba discussed. The remaining two

methods, time-series regression technique and the forward

differencing technique, have both been affected by several

factors. These include the effects of aggregation of a

heterecgeneous group of ships, data limitations, inflation

effects and the learning curve effect as dicussed below.

Both Method A and Method B are affected by the choice of

which weighting factor to use and their respective responses

differ. The case of aggregation difficulties was presented

in Chapter I on the discussion of the Spruance class ships

and their effect on the dstroyer (DD) type of ship. These
clear inter-relationships to acquisition cost are not always

obvious when the aggregation is accomplished at the major

*." type and fleet level. The data base limitations principally

affected the forward differencing technique, however, there

were several instances when inconsistency existed between

the number of otservatioas of the same major types in the

SAS regression GIN procedure. As discussed in Chapter II,

alternative deflator scales could have been utilized which

would have produced different results in both methods. And

finally, an example -f the learning curve effect on the

Spruance class was shown visually in Figure 1.3. Instead of
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usirg the average acquisition cost in both methods, it was

possible to have utilized the first -follow-on ship (the

second ship of the class), or another consistent follow-on

ship. All of tle above comments have a direct input to the

resultant growth rates that are produced. The magnitude and
sensitivity of their impact requires additional research.

The time-ser.ies regression technique, Method A, has many

advantages. It is a simple, statistical modelling approach.

The effects on trends are felt immediately since,under

certain con.diticns, the linear regression produces the

maximum likelihocd estimates. It utilizes only a few obser-

vations. in the preferred time period, 1962 to 1983, and

the preferred grouping of ships as shown in Table X, the

time-series regression technique only required a total of 57

observations. It is capable of producing variance estimates

in its results, as shown in the regression statistic tables.

The time-series regression technique, Method A, has

advantages as dicussed above. It does have some disadvan-

tages Ir. -ts usage. First of all, the time-series

regressicn techrique requires homogeneous groupings. As
previously menticned, the U.S. Navy is composed of diverse

and unique platforms that are oriented towards different

missions anc different utilizations. Secondly, by using the

lead ship in each class as the reference point for ths whole

class, there is a subtle underlying implication that, in

effect, all ships in the class are built in the same year.

This applies to weighting factors WT2 and WT4 when each ship
of the class has equal weighting. Another concern with

using the regression technique is the poor quality of the

R-square statistics. This poor showing in the R-square

statistic shows the variability of the preferred groupings

of major types. More alternative groupings,especially in

the amphibious and auxiliary major types, need to be

attempted to try to improve the overall R-square statistics
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values. Additicnally,as explained in (Ref. 10, p.3521, it

is important to always chack for autocorrelation when using

the time-series regression technique by testing with the

Durbin Watson statistic.

The forward differencing technigue has advantages and

disadvantages of its own. First of all, Method B is simple

in its design as a moving average model. It is easy to

group ships usinc the Stastical Analysis System and to see

-he individual classes and types over time using the SAS

"by" command. Thus, it is easy to observe unique platforms

and classes showing changes in the trends at the lcwer

levels of aggregaticn. This technique does not require

grouping into major types before applying weighting factors

as is required in the time-series regression.

Many of the disadvantages of the forward differencing

technique in Yethod B have previously been mentioned. The

results are affected by time dependency in its calculations.

In the calculaticns of this data bass, the forward differ-
encing method coibines the active and reserve ships In its

calculations. The forward differencing technique provides

no forecast confidence, only point estimates of the growth

trends. Therefcre, there are no confidence limits readily

available. As previously shown In Chapter I for the

destroyer -type ship, is influenc.d by the effect of

decommissioning. It would be advantageous to have a

complete data base with the exact commissioning dates and

periods of active service. As mentioned in Chapter Ii, the

reactivation of inactive ships, specifically the class of

battleships, was not reflected in this technique.

It is also appropriate to comment on the w.ighting

factor results. In most rases, weighting factors tended to

operate in pairs. Weights WT1 and WT3 which gave each class

equal weight ir numbers and average acquisition cost,

respectively, produced growth rates that closely resembled
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one another. Weights WT2 and WT4, which gave each ship and

each ship acquisition value respectively equal weight,

produced growth rates that tended to be close together.

This tendency of the weighting factors was more pronounced

in the moving average technique. It also had more influence

on the regression technique when the period studied was

increased to 193S to 1983. In the preferred results of the

time-series regression t_chnique in Table IX, the results
were different. With zhe exception of the growth rate in

generating capacity per dollar (GRKW/C), the weighting

factor pairs are WT1 and WT2 against WT3 and WT4. This

alignment is gererated by the fact that weighting factors
WT1 and WT2 weigh by number of observations and weighting

factors WT3 and WT4 involve acquisition cost weights.

The average cf the four weighting factors listed in the

result tables ha . no statistical basis. As was previously

mentioned, it was accomplished since there is no clear

choice of which weighting factor to utilize. They all four

have merit and cculd be utilized alone.

In the forward differencing technique of Method B, thers

is the additional comparison of initial grouping by classes

or types. This shows that it is possible to aggregate at

the type of ship level using the mving average technique.

This is importart when one is forecasting the future Navy

and the policy makers are interested in a particular type of

ship. This car be utilized to forecast the future cost

growth of that platform type.
An additional advantage occurs when both methods are

utilized. It is the simple reason that they can be

4 compared. Positive reinforcement occurs when you obtain

similar results using two entirely different methods to

obtain those results. This is especially true in this

analysis since the two methods tend to converge under

appropriate conditions. If the results are different, then
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it automatically implies further investigation of the

results for causative factors that could possibly nrovid-

the different res.ults.

C. CONCLUSIONS

The results cf this thesis are succinctly shown in Table

XXX.Althcugb growth rates are simplistic in concept, aggre-

gation of the ncn-homogeneous ships that compose the U.S.

Navy imposed complications to the analysis. The results are

based upcn the numerous assumptions listed throughout this

study.

The two preferred methods in Table XXX show mixed

results. It is obvious that the growth rate in acquisition

cost per unit (reciprocal of GRU/C) is about one and one

half tc two percent per year. This is consistent between

the two methods. In the second column all weightings show a

decrease in the value of the annual cost per ton growth rate

from the time-series regression technique. Conversely, the
forward differencing tecnnique indicates an increase in cost

per ton per year, with the exception of WT2T and WTT when

the ships are grouped by type in each year before aggre-

gating. This is not as reinforcing as the first column

res ults.

The growth rate in acquisition cost per generating
capacity shows a decrease in all categories except WT1C and

WT3C of the forward differencing technique. rhe resultant

values of the time-series regression technique are all

consistently greater in magnitude than the Method B results.
Of the four growth rates studied, this one has the least

validation in the data base and consequently is views. with

the greatest skepticism.
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The growth rate in crewmember per acquisition csst

(GRP/C) shows the largest differential between the -wo

methods. All the methods and different time periods indi-

cate a negative growth rate in crew member per acquisition

cost except WT3 and WTL for -he time-series regression tech-

nique. These two weights were large enough in magnitude to
cause the averace of the four weighting factors to show a

slightly negative grcwth in acquisition cost per crew member
in the time-series regression technique. Because of -he

uniqueness of this result, the growth rate of acquisition

cost per crew member should be studied further.

D. RECONSENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This macro-analysis is only a portion of defining the

evolutionary process of changes in th= fleet. It provides

only a small insight into the future direction of the fleet

as it continues to modernize. rhere exist many other

elements of the Navy modernization process which can be

parameterized ard further validated in support of the

Resource Dynamics Model. rhese are growth rates external to

this thesis.

There do exist several improvements and areas of further

research in studying the long term relationships between

acquisition cost, fleet tonnage, fleet manning and fleet

electrical generating capacity of U.S. Navy ships. First

of all, this study only looked at the empirical growth rates

per acquisition dollar. Several other historical growth

rates could have been studied concurrently using the same

data base and computer programs. These include the

fcllowing: tons per unit, crew members per ton, crew
members per unit, crew members per generating capacity,

generating capacity per ton, and generating capacity per
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unit. It is r ecessary to study all these proportioal

growth rates ir. crder to transform the historical empirical

data into a predictive model such as Resource Dynamics.

An additional area of improvement would be to consider

different major types of ships when conducting the time-

series regressior technique. By further analysis, it should

be possible to iiprove the R-square statistics.

Another addition to this analysis would be considering

the Military Sealift Command ships. USNS uni-s a-9

providing an increasingly active role in fleet operations

and there may be different growth rate trends when they are

included with the U.S. Navy fleet.

An additional extension to this analysis would be tc

consider modification costs in observing the total asset
value of the the force. The flow of resources towards th?

trade-off of majcr repair of older units versus new acquisi-

tion involves major decision makers who shape the Navy's

budget.
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~APPENDIX k

METHOD A COMPUTER PROGRAMS

PROGRAM I
******* This Prcgram Creates the Slopes for ********
******* Methud A Base Case (class count) *******

The SAS Steps are explained in *******
- • ***** Chapter IIIB*

//RD JOB (1231 0196) 'DOUG SMARTT',CLASS=C
//*MAIN ORG=NPGVM1.1 1P
// EXEC SAS
//FROM DD DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=MSS.S1231.GWUSAS2
/ISYSIN DD *
DATA XX*

SET FROM DOUG*
IF*****-**SteD 1I **********************IF CLASS = T' tHEN DELETE;
IF CLASS = : 'P' THEN DELETV:

COMMYR = LNCHYR + 2;
***************** Step 3 **********************

IF CCMMYR < 62 THEN DELETE;
IF COMMYR > E3 THEN DELETE;
PROC SORT"B7 TYPE;

*** Step 4
PROC MEANS NCPRINT;BY TYPE;

VAR AQCST84 ;
OUTPUT CUT = AVG
N = NCLASS
MEAN = MAQCST84;

**************Step 5 ***********
DATA CV;

MERGE XX AVG;BY TYPE;
IF FIRST.TYPE THEN GO TO MISS;

ELSE DELETE;
MISS:

PROC SORT;BY DCODE COMMYR TYPE;
DATA ALL5;SET CV:

S'IF CLASS ='DD' OR CLASS = 'DE' OR CLASS = 'DER'
OR CLASS = 'FF' OR CLASS = 'FFG' THEN DCODE = 13;

** ************* Step 6 **********************
RTC = TONNAGE/MAQCST84;
RPC = CREW/MAQCST84P
RKWC = GENCAP/MAQCST84;
RUC = 1/MA QCST8LP

Step 7A
PROC SORT;BY DCODE COMMYR TYPE;
PROC MEANS ;EY DCODE;

VAR RTC RPC RKWC RUC MAQCST84
DATA XX2;

SET ALLc.
************~Step 7B **********

PROC GLMIBY TCODE*
MODEL RTC = COMMYR;

PROC GLM;BY ECODE-
MODEL REC = oMMYR;

* PROC GLM;BY ICODE;
MODEL RYWC = COMMYR;

PROC GLM;BY rCODE;
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MODEL RUC =COMMYR;
*** This Program produces the slope values
**(class count) that will be used in the
**next program (Programp I!) to com pute the *
**growt- rates with weights WT1 an. W"T3
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PROGRAM II
This Program Provides Method A ** *

**** Base Case(class count) Growth Rates.*********
S****** The SAS Steps and Weighting Fac-tors ****

•****** are explaied in Chapter IIIB

//RD JOB (1231,0196 'DOUG SMARTT',CLA:SS=C
f/*MAIN ORG=NPGVM1. 1251P
// EXEC SAS
//FROM DD DISE=(OLD, KEP) ,DSN=MSS.S12.31.GWUSAS2
//SYSIN DD
DATA SLi;
*** These are tle Slopes generated from Program I **
INPUT DCODE DRTCCARDS;
1 -0.00553155hi 20.°13598652

3 -1 5 4 5246881
4 C: 477534 74
5 -0.21629168
6 2.05478981
7 0.00000000
8 0.25589127
10 0.50453051
11 0.146495156
12 1.15723364
13 -0.01215328
DATA SL2
INPUT DCODE DRrC ;'C ARDS ;C -0.01160704

2 -0.00390657
3 0.00000000
4 0.01591768
5 -0. 05614286
6 -0.0049363U
7 0. 00000000
8 -0.09624676
10 0.12468173
11 0.02773055
12 0.03240144
13 -0.11199887
DATA SL3;
INPUT DCODE DRFWC"- CARDS;

D1 -0.155365452 0.1 8618340
3 0. 00000000
4 0.71165228
5 -0.001414065
6 -0.12655 485
7 0.ooooooco
8 0.69096446
10 3. 73792790
11 0.07500841
12 0.23940464
13 0.96785357
DATA SL4P
INPUT DCObE DRtC ;

CARDS; -6.3905281E-05

2 -3. 2006691E-05
3 -0. 00993778
4 2.5579064E-05
5 -0.00011038
6 -. 74 55635E-05
7 0.00000000
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10 -E.L408606 9E- 05
11 6. 25070 06 E-06
12 1. 1970232%"-05
13 -0.00027976
DATA SLOPES;

MERGE SLi SL2 SL3 SLL4;BY DCCDE;
DATA %0MXXUG

SET FiO.OG
IF CLASS =: IT' THEN DELETE;
IF CLASS =: 'PI THEN DELETE;

CCM!YR = LNCHYR + 2
IF COMMYR < 62 THE* DELETE;
IF COMMYR > 83 THEN DELETE;
PROC SORT BI TYPE;
PROC MEAN~ NCPRINT;BY TYPE;

VAR AQCST84;
OUTPUT CUT = AVG
N = NCLASS
MIEAN= MP.QCST84I
SUMN SAQCST84;

DATA CV;
MERGE'XX AVG;BY TYPE;iETE OT ISIF FIRST.TYETEGOr IS

ELSE DELETE;
MISS:

PROC SORT;BY DCObE COMMYR TYPE;
DATA ALL5;

SI CLASS = 'DD' ORt CLASS = 'DE' OR CLASS =ODER'
OR CLASS = 'FF' OR CLASS = IFFG' THEN DCODE 13;

RTC = TONNAGE /MAQCS T84;
RPC =CREW/MA QC ST84
FKIWC = GENC.12/MAQC S±84;
RUC = 1/MAQCST84jPROC SORT*BY DCODE COMM YR ftPE;

PROC MEMN ;FEY DCODE;
VAR RITC RPC RKWC RUC MAQCST8L4;

OUTPUT OUT = SUMS
N = 51 S2 S3 S4 NCST

1!EAN = MRTC MRPC MRKWC MRUC S5
SUM = S6 S7 S8 S9 SCST;

DATA XX24ESMMERESGS SLOPES; BY DCODE;
PROC PRINT;

VAR DCOrE NCST SCST MRTC MRPC
MRKWC 14RUC DETC DRC 'DRUC DRKWC; DATA XX3;

SET XX2*
************~Step 8 ***********

GRTC = DRTC/MRTC;
GRUC = DR UC/ FRU C
GRKWC =DRKWC/MRkWC;
GRPC = DRPC/VCST;
W1TC = GRTC*FCST;
WlUC = GRUC*1NCST*
W1KWC =GRKWC*NCAT;
W1PC = GRPC*WCST;
W3TC = GRTC*SCST;
W3UC = GRUC*SCST,
W3KWC =GRKWC*SCiT;
W3PC = GRPC*SCST;
PROC MEANS

VAR Wij C WiPC W1KWC WlUC
W3TC W3PC W3KWC W3UC;

OUTPUT CUT = ESUM
SUM mSW1TC SW1PC SW1KWC SWiUC

DATAXX4 W3'IC SW3PC SW3KWC SW3UC;

SET SUMS;
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PROC MEANS
VAR NCS'I SCST;
OUTPUT CUT = HIT

DATAXX5; SU? = SNSHPS SSCST;

MERGE BSU14 HIT;
W1G?TC = SW1IC/SNSHPS;
WlGRUC = SW1UC/SNSHPS
W1GRKWC =SWlKWC/SNSMfS;
W1GRPC = SW1r-C/SNSHPS;
W3GRTC = SW431C/SSCST;
W3GRUC = SW3tClSSCST-
W3GRKWC =SW'3K vC/SSCHT;
W3GRPC =SW3FC/SSCS';
PROC PRINT

VAR SW1WC SNSHPS SSCST;
PROC PRINT ;

VAR W1GFTC W1GRPC! W1GRKWC WlGRUC
W3GETC W3GRPC W3GRKWC W3GRtJC;

F4*
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PROGRAM II
******* This Prcgram Creates the Slopes for *********
******* Meth.od A Base Case (ship count)

The SAS Steps are explained in *********
*Chapter IIIB

//RD JOB (1231 0196) 'DOUG SLIARTT1,CLASS=C
//*MAIN ORG=N.GVM1M231 P
// EXEC SAS
//FROM DD D:s=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=MSS.S1231.GWUSAS2
//SYSIN DD *DAAXX"
DATSET ROM.DOUG"

***************Step 1 ***********
IF CLASS = : 'T' THEN DELETE;
IF CLASS = : OP, THEN DELETE;

*************** ** Step 2 **********************
COMMYR = LNCHYR + 2i
**************Step
IF COMMYR < 62 THEN DELETE;
IF COMMYR > 83 THEN DELETE;
PROC SORT* EY TYPE;
*********J~**Ste p4 * * ~ *

PROC MEANS NOPRINT;BY TYPE;
VAR AQCST84;
OUTPUT OUT = AVG
N = NCIASS
MEAN= £AQCST84

**************stepDATA CV-MERGT XX AVG;BY TYPE;IF FIRST. TYPE THEN GO TO MISS;
ELSE DELETE;

MISS: ,
PROC SORT;BY DCObE COMMYR TYPE;
DATA ALL5;SET~ CV;

I' CLASS =IDDI OR CLASS = 'DE' OR CLASS = $DER
OR CLASS = 'EF1 OR CLASS = IFFG' THEN DCODE = 13;

***************** Step 6 **********************
RIC = TONNAGE/MAQCST84;
REC = CREW/MAQCST84;
RFWC = GENCAP/MAQCST8I;
RUC = 1I/MAQCST8L"

***************** Step 7A ********************
PROC SORT;BY DCODE COMMYR TYPE;
PROC MEANS BY DCODE:

VAR RTC RPC RKW6 RUC MAQCST8L4
DATA XX2;

SET ALt5;
**************Step 7B ***********
PROC GLM;BY DCODE;

MODEL ETC =OMMYR;
PROC GLA;BY DCODE;

MODEL EPC = MYR;
PROC GLM*BY DCODE;

MODEL BKWC = COMMYR;
PROC GLM;BY DCODE;

MODAL RUC = COMMYR:
*** This Program produces the slope values
*** (ship count) that will be used in the
*** next program (Program IV) to compu-e the ***
*** growth rates with weights WT2 and WT 4
/*//
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PROGRAM IV
This Program Provides Method A * *

******* Base Case(ship count) Growth Rates. ***
S****** The SAS Steps and Weightinq Factors * *

are ex lained in Chapter IIIB

//RD JOB (1231 01 'DOUG SMARTT',CLASS=C
//*MAIN ORGNPG M1.61 P
// EXEC SAS
//FROM DD DISF=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=MSS.S1231.GWUSAS2
/SYSIN DD
ATA SL1;

** These are the Slopes generated from Prcgram III *
INPUT DCODE DRIC": CARDS ;1 -0.02171820

2 0.35054470
3 -15.45246881
4 0.50331573
5 -0.07524711
6 1.55522312
7 0.00000000
8 -0.20148691
10 0.78099518
11 0.46495156
12 1.15723364
13 -0.30600536
DATA SL2
INPUT DCODE DREC ;CARDS;-1 CARDS-0.01774463

2 0.00037425
3 0. 00000000
4 0.01683012
5 -0.06069935
6 -0.01170313
7 0.00000000
8 -0.10233676
10 0.11961610
11 0.02773055
12 0. 03240 144
13 -0.15658626
DATA SL3
INPUT DCODE DR!WC ;C ARDS ;RS1 -0.12970188

2 0.58497305
3 0. 00000000
U 0. 73618327
5 0.07844150
6 -0.48523422
7 0.00000000
8 0.60569160
10 3. 36098225
11 0.07500841
12 0.23940464
13 0.56751293
DATA SLIP
INPUT DCObE DRUCCARDS ;RS1 -6.4532837E-05

2 -2.4035199E-07
3 -0.00993778
4 2.8105498E-05
5 -0.00013059
6 0.00022835
7 0 .00000000
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7,

8 -1.3L499559E-05
10 -2.6607963E-05
11 6 .25 07006 E- 06
12 1 .1970232E-0 5
13 -0.00039499
DATA SLOPES;

SERGE SLi SL2 SL3 SLL&;BY DCODE;
DATA XX MDOG

SET FOlDOG
IF CLASS = : IT' THEN DELETE;
IF CLASS = : P' THEN DELETE;

COMMYE = LNCHYR + 2;
IF COMMYR < 62 THEN DELETE;
IF COMMYR > 83 THEN DELETE;
PROC SORT El TYPE;
PROC MEAN~ NCPRINT;BY TYPE;

VAR AQCST84;
OUTPUT CUT = AVG
N = NCL ASS
MEAN= MAQCST84&
SUM = SAQCST8I;

DATA CV;
MERGE XX AVG;BY TYPE;

IF FIRST.TYPE THEN GO TO MISS;
ELSE DELETE;

MISS:
PROC SORT;BY DCOfbE COMMYR TYPE;
DATA ALL5;
SET CVS
IF CLAS = DD' OR CLASS = ODE' OR CLASS =ODER'

OR CLASS = 'FFO OR CLASS = FG' THEN DCODE =13;
RTC = TONNAGE MAQCST84;
RPC = CREW/M AQST84
RKWC = GENCAP/MAQCS84;
RUC = 1/MAQCST84i* EPROC SORT;BY DCODi COMMYR YE

PROC 3EANS ; iT DCODE;
SFREQ NCLASS;RCACTS

VARRTCRC RC RC MRWCCST84S

DATAXX2- SU?1 S 6 S7 S8 S9 SCST;

ME SUMS SLOPES; BY DCODE;
PROC PRINT;or CTSS RCMPVAR DCENSTSS TCMC

MRKWC MFUC DRTC DRPC DRUC DPKWC;
DATA XX3;

SET XX2************4*Step 8 ***********
GRTC = DRTC/MRTC;
GRUC = DRUC/P.RUC;
GRKWC =DRKVC/MRKWC;
GRPC = DRPC/!WCST;
W2TC = GRTC*FCST;
W2UC = GRUC*VCST
W2KWC = GRKWC*NC T;
W2PC = GRPC*1WCST;
WL4TC = GRTC*SCST;
W4iUC = GRUC*SCST*
WL4KWC = GRKWC*SCft;
W4PC = GRPC*SCST;
PROC MEANS

VAR WAiC W2PC W2KWC W2tJC
W4TC WL&PC W4KWC W4UC;

OUTPUT CUT = BSUM
SUM =SW2TC SW2PC SW2KWC SW2UC

SW4'IC SWL&PC SW4KWC SW4UC;
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DATA XX4;
SET SUMS

PROC MEANS
VAR NC T SCST;
OUTPUT CUT = HIT

SUE = SNSHPS SSCST;
DATA XX5;

MERGE BSUlw HIT*
W2GRTC = SW2IC/SNNHPS;
W2GRUC = SW2UC/SNSHPS;
W2GRKWC =SW2KWC/SNSHPS;
W2GRPC = SW2FC/SNSHPS;
WLIGRT'C = SWirIC/SSCST;
W4GFUC = SWLIUC/SSCST;
W4GRKWC =SWLIKWC/SSCST;
W4GRPC = SW4FC/SSCST;
PROC PRINT ;

VAR W2GFTC W2GRPC W2GRKWC W2GRUC
WLIGFTC W4GRPC WL&GRKWC WtIGRUC;
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AR. PNDIX B

METHOD B TYPICAL COMPUTER PROGRAM

PROGRAM V
)****** This Trogram Creates Method B
****** Growth Bates with Weighting Factor *********

WT1T (by Type .
The SAS Steps are expained dn *******

*** Chater IIIC

*$*** Note: Class in this program is actually ******
*** ship "type" as correctly described in

//RD JOB (1231 0196) 'DOUG SMARTT',CLASS=C
//*MAIN ORG=NPG M1. 1231P
// EXEC SAS
//FROM DD DISE=(OLD,KEEP),DSN=MSS.S1231.GWUSAS2
//SYSIN DD *
DATA CV;

SET FROM. DOUG4

IF CLASS e-T- THEN DELETE;
IF CLASS = : '2' THEN DELETE;

**************Ste p 2 ***********
PROC SORT ;B CLASS;
**********"** Step 3 ***********

DATA SEVEN8;
SET CV;

IF LNCHYR > = 76 OR LNCHYR =. THEN DELETE;
IF RETYP THEN GO TO MISS

ELSE IF RETYR < 79 & REiYR > 1 THEN DELETE;
MISS: ;
YEAR = 1978;
TOTOBS= N *

PROC MEANS NOPRINT- BY CLASS
VAR TOTOBS TON*AGE CREW GENCAP AQCST8;

ID YEAR;
Step T4 for Year 1978 ***************

OUTPUT OUT = T78
N = TOTCBS NTON 3P NKW NCST84

MEAN = SKIr MTON 3P MKW MCST94
SUM = SKIE1 STON SP SKW SCST84;

DATA SEVEN9;
SET Ci- LNCHYR > = 77 OR LNCHYR = THEN DELETE;

IF RETYF = THEN GO TO MISS
ELSE IF RETYR < 80 & RETYi > 1 THEN DELETE;

MISS: ;
YEAR = 1979;
TOTOBS= N ,

PROC MEANS NOPRINT; BY CLASS;
VAR TOTOBS TONNAGE CREW GENCAP AQCST84;

ID YEAR
OUTPUT OUT = T79

N = TOTCBS NTON NP NKW NCST84
MEAN = SKIS t TON HP 11KW MCST84
SUM = SKIFi STON SP SKW SCST84;

DATA EIGHTO;
SIT LNCHYR > = OR LNCHYR * THEN DELETE;
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IF RETYF THEN GO TO MISS;
ELSE IF RETYR < 81 & RETYR > 1 THEN DELETE;

MISS: ;
YEAR = 1980;
TOTOBS= N

PROC MEANS NOPRINT! BY CLASS;
VAR TOTOBS TONNAGE CREW GENCAP AQCST84;

ID YEAR
OUTPUT OUT = T80

N = TOTCBS NTON NP NKW NCST84
MEAN = SKIP MTON MP MKW MCST84
SUM = SKIE1 STON SP SKW SCST84;

DATA EIGHT1;
SETI LNCHYR > = 79 OR LNCHYR THEN DELETE;

IF RETYE = THEN GO TO MISS;"
ELSE IF RETYR < 82 & RETYR > 1 THEN DELETE;

mISS: ;
YEAR = 1981;
TOTOBS= N *

PROC MEANS NOPRINT- BY CLASS
VAR TOTOBS TONNAGE CREW GENCAP AQCST84;

ID YEAR
OUTPUT OUT = T81

N = TOTCBS NTON NP NKW NCST84
MEAN = SKIP MTON MP MKW MCST84
SUM = SKIE1 STON SP SKW SCST84;

DATA EIGHT2;
SET C LNCHYR > = 80 OR LNCHYR * THEN DELETE;

IF RETYF = THEN GO TO MISS;
ELSE IF RETYR < 83 & RETYR > 1 THEN DELETE;

MISS: ;
YEAR = 1982;
TOTOBS N

PROC MEANS NOPRINT! BY CLASS;
VAR TOTOBS TONNAGE CREW GENCAP AQCST84;

ID YEAR;
OUTPUT OUT = T82

N = TOTCBS NTON NP NKW NCST84
MEAN = SKIP MTON MP MKW MCST84
SUM = SKIEI STON SP SKW SCST84;

DATA EIGHT3;
SI LNCHYR > = 81 OR LNCHYR = THEN DELETE;

IF RETYF = THEN GO TO MISS;
ELSE IF RETYR < 84 & RETYR > 1 THEN DELETE;

mISS: ;
YEAR = 1983;
TOTOBS= N

PROC MEANS NOPR7NT- BY CLASS;
VAR TOTOBS TONNAGE CREW GENCAP AQCST84;

ID YAR
OUTPUT OUT = T83

N = TOTCBS NTON NP NKW NCST84
MEAN = SKIP MTON NP MKW MCST34
SUM = SKIZI STON SP SKW SCST84;

DATA ALL;
SET T78 T79 T80 T81 T82 T83;

PROC SORT ;Bl CLASS YEAR;
DATA ALL1

SET ILL-
************I*Ste p 5 ***********

R UC=NCST 4/SCST8'4 R TC=MTON/MH ST 84;
RKWC-MKW/MCSTS4 ;RPC=MP/MCST84;
YEAR1 = YEAR - 1;

*************** Step 6 **** *** * *
Dl= DIF (RUC);D2-DIF(RTC) ;D3=DIF(RKWC);D4=DIF(RPC);

**********~~****** Seep 7 ** ** *******
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GRUC=Dl/RUC.GRTC=D2/RTC;GRKWC=D3/RKWC;GRPCD4/?PC;
PROC SORT ;BY CL SS YZAR;
DATA ALL2

SET ALL 1
IF YEAR1=01977' THEN DELETE;

*DATA FIVE'
SET ILL2

IF tEAR1<1978 THEN DELETE;
PROC MEANS NCPRINT;BY CLASS*

VAR GRUC GRTC GRKWC GRkC
* OUTPUT CUT = ONE

MEAN= M1CGRUC M1CGRTC MlCGRKWC M1CGFPC;
DATA WEIGHTi;

SET ONE*
PROC MEANS NtPRINTr

VAR M1CGRUC MiCGRTC M1CGRKWC M1CGRPC
OUTPUT CUT = TONE
MEAN= MlGEUC M1GRTC ?I1GRKWC M1GRPC

PROC PRINT DOUBLE'
TITLrl GROWTH FAIES FOR ALL SHIPS-
TITLE2 (CHTYPE OF SHIP WEIGHThD EQUALLY (WT1TI);
TITLE3 (FIVE YEAR PERIOD)

VR 111GEUJC IIGRTC hiGRKWC M1GRPC ; * /
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